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 Introduction 
 
The following enclosure has been compiled to demonstrate potential trends, summarising the free 

text associated with the “Other” responses given for questions posed in the Testing Actions for 

Sustainable Farming Phase One survey. 

 

This enclosure is to be used in conjunction with the Testing Actions for Sustainable Farming 

Phase One report. The responses have been visualised as a pie chart and a bar graph for ease of 

identifying trends. A colour-blind friendly colour scheme has been implemented for the pie charts 

with <7 variables and data labels have been applied for all figures. 

 

The tables show the complete store of “Other” responses given for questions posed in the Testing 

Actions for Sustainable Farming Phase One survey. The answers from the survey responses have 

been taken directly from the survey and have not been edited. 

 

The Other responses for the Equality & Diversity questions were not included as they were 

deemed not appropriate and did not reflect the questions being asked. 
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 Figures and Tables  
 

 Question 6 - What type of enterprise do you run? 
 

 
Figure 1. Question 6 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 1. Question 6 Other responses 

Other responses  

Grazing 

Self service livery 

The nature of the business is renting out our land to other farmers and provision of overwintering for cattle.     

Bees 

Hay/Haylage/Silage/Grass 

Exotic Livestock
2

(2%)

Exotic Poultry
2

(2%)
Grazing

9
(9%)

Hay Production
6

(6%)

Goats
4

(4%)

Bees
5

(5%)

Horses/Livery
10

(10%)
Woodlands

25
(24%)

Restoration/Conservation
5

(5%)

Leasing/Contracting
12

(12%)

Infrastructure
2

(2%)

Mixed
17

(17%)

Production
1

(1%) Tourism
1

(1%)

What type of enterprise do you run?
Exotic Livestock

Exotic Poultry

Grazing

Hay Production

Goats

Bees

Horses/Livery

Woodlands

Restoration/Conservati
on
Leasing/Contracting

Infrastructure

Mixed

Production

Tourism
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Rare breed goats - conservation breeding for gene preservation/continuation.    Hay production. 

Woodland, headage grazing 

Agricultural Contractor 

Ponies 

Natural carbon capture 

As I am over 75 years I now provide grazing for neighbours sheep, donkeys and horses 

Land rented out for the production of beef and sheep with the option to crop for hay/silage. 

Farm Contracting 

Golf driving range and coffee shop 

Grass for cutting and grazing 

Goats for dairy 

Bees - 30 colonies 

Rent all of the ground out to neighbouring dairy farmer 

Ornamental pheasant rearing. 

Land let out 

2 x 4kW solar panels, 1 mobile phone mast lease & 1 tv mast lease, 1 house rental,  

The land was farmed according to an Agri-environment agreement until the end of last year 2021. 

Grass harvested and sold, some grazing 

letting out seasonal grazing 

Hay production 

Contract shearing and freeze branding  

Woodland creation, restoration of inbyland and peatland 

woodland 

Forestry  

10ha now down to tree planting, natural regeneration and enhancing biodiversity 

Woodland 

Bees 

Micro tree nursery, willow coppice for crafts 

forestry 

woodland top fruit and conservation 

Permanent grass managed for hay making 

Highland Cattle 

Woodland 
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Horse Livery 

Production 

Grazing 

Tourism 

Contractor 

Mixed 

Woodland 

Livery 

Mixed 

Hay 

Goats 

Goats 

Contracting 

Woodland 

Woodland 

Permanent Grass 

Peacocks 

Hay 

Livery 

Goats 

Woodland 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Woodland 

Grazing 

Mixed 

Hay 

Woodland 

Woodland 

Leasing 

Woodland 

Mixed 

Conservation 
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Bees 

Livery 

Mixed 

Mixed 

Woodland 

Woodland 

Woodland 

Hay 

Mixed 

Bees 

Livery 

Livery 

Woodland 

Woodland 

Livery 

Woodland 

Livery 

Mixed 

Livery 

Woodland 

Alpacas 

Mixed 

Permanent Grass 

Mixed 

agri-environment 

Grazing 

Contract 

Woodland 

Livery 
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 Question 10 - If Yes, who from? 
 

 
Figure 2. Question 10 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 2. Question 10 Other responses 

Other responses 

Local RPID office, AHPA office 

small farm network organisations:  1 Landwokers Alliance -    2 Soil Association  - who carry out our organic farm certification, and are 
developing a horticulture app 

Farm secretarial service 

ca 

Accountant 

I take records to an accountant. 

government are office 

Accountant 

no assistance as per previous question 

Accountant 

Accountant
17

(33%)

Farm Secretary
8

(15%)ARE Directorate
8

(15%)

Contractor
3

(6%)

Agency
3

(6%)

Agronomist
1

(2%)

Familial Relation
12

(23%)

If Yes, who from?

Accountant

Farm Secretary

ARE Directorate

Contractor

Agency

Agronomist

Familial Relation
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Self 

I don't get assistance 

Benbecula RPID oFFICE 

Accountant / Farm administrator 

Book-keeper/Accountant 

Farm secretary. S.A.C staff 

Farm Secretary 

0 

no one 

Contractor 

Accountant  

Agriculture and Rural Economy Directorate 

Agronomist 

Rurallpayments Kirkwall 

A qualified farm secrectary 

I have a part time book keeper who helps me data entry the invoice information 

Wife 

Accountant 

none 

SAC 

RPID 

Book keeper 

accountant 

Farm Secretary 

Local Area Office 

Accountant 

Accountant 

BORDERS FOREST TRUST & AREA OFFICE 

Farm contracting business in which I am a shareholder 

do not ask a question yes or no  then ignore the answer 

Farm secretary 

farm secretary - one morning per month 
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X 

I do my own records  

accountant 

Share farm partner 

Accountant 

SAC 

I get no help, do it myself. 

I don’t get assistance  

Accountant 

sac 
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 Question 13 - What Carbon audit tool was used? 
 

 
Figure 3. Question 13 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 3. Question 13 Other responses 

Other responses 

Farm Carbon Toolkit    NB AgreCalc is designed for large farms and mono cultures - its needs to be improved or a new version built for 
small and more diverse holdings 

via Arla - milk supplier 

SAC 

Alltech assessment as part of Tesco Milk Contract 

Done by sac agrecalc I think 

BES 

Can’t remember  

Sainsburys Beef Dev Group 

SAC do it yearly 

Alternative Tool
7

(23%)

Organisation
11

(37%)

Agency 
7

(23%)

Online
1

(3%)

Not Applicable 
4

(14%)

What Carbon audit tool was used?

Alternative Tool

Organisation

Agency

Online

Not Applicable
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Our Milk Buyer Co-op carries out audit done by AB Sustain. 

Sainsburys own audit 

Online programme 

Agrecalc for 2018 & 2022.  

Did it for beef efficiency scheme 

Farm Carbon Toolkit 

Farm Carbon Toolkit Carbon Calculator 

 Via Scottish Beef Efficiency Scheme 

SRUC Zac Reilly 

Alltech ECO2   (Carbon Trust accredited to PAS2050) 

SRUC 

intellync 

SAC did the audit 

Scottish Agricultural College 

 BES Audit 

Carried out by all tech for Tesco’s  

SAC programme 

Farm Carbon Calculator  

SAC model 

Farm Carbon toolkit 

abagri 
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 Question 15 - Why did you complete a carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 4. Question 15 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 4. Question 15 Other responses 

Other responses 

Monitor Farm 

we had been doing our own carbon budegting for 12 years and wanted a professional assessment    we wanted to becnhmark against 
similar farms (but AgreCalc had very small farms like ours to compare us against)    to find the 'leaky' carbon areas of our farm system, 
so that we can focus on reducing their emissions 

SAC Scottish Farm Business Survey  

Part of SAC's Farm Business Survey  

As part of our milk contract 

I am a contributor to SAC Farm Accounts Scheme, and a carbon audit is now part of that. 

milk buyer 

Benchmarking for sac 

Monitoring
1

(3%) Create 
Benchmark

5
(15%)

Required
16

(49%)

Good Practice
11

(33%)

Why did you complete a carbon audit?

Monitoring

Create Benchmark

Required

Good Practice
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We thought it would be a future requirement and was a good idea to get a baseline done while funding was available.  

Was included as part of sruc farm accounts survey 

Felt like the right thing to do for the business 

Completed by grain merchant in order to join grain group 

Done on behalf of milk buyer 

got help year 1 had to do ourselves year 2/3 

Offered as part of the Scottish Farm Business Survey 

Aa part of the Scottish Farm Business Survey Bench Mark Report 

as part of QMS Sustainable Producer Group 

Because I could foresee it was going to be necessary so wanted to understand my footprint 

AS PART OF A NATIONAL FARMING COMPETITION 

Tesco Sustainable Dairy Group contract requirement 

In further answer to Q14, the first audit was by agent, the second was by me 

I was interested to see what it achieved. 

to have a look 

For own business knowledge 

To apply for organic status 

For possible grant aid scheme 

QMS Sustainability Benchmarking 

General interest and to assist with future marketing 

Part of Farming for Climate Change programme 

We wanted to do it for our own interest 

Curiosity 

We are a pilot farm for a new scheme within the Cairngorm National Park and a carbon audit was required for the scheme 

Interested 
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 Question 16 - Why has your business not undertaken a Carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 5. Question 16 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 5. Question 16 Other responses 

Other responses 

Working towards having a carbon audit undertaken within the next couple of months 

intend to do one this year 

We have recently moved our business to this farm  

I did not realise that one was needed i.e. Scot Gov have not told me .....nor how to do one! 

Haven't felt it was a priority 

I think the carbon auditing tool is flawed  and because of this will not deliver the environmental benefits expected from its  use. 

Can’t be arsed 

Too many different ones. 

Struggling with finances and mental health, So fear this would bring extra pressures.  

I do not believe that current carbon accounting accurately records the carbon produced by agriculture. 

Not A Priority
16

(20%)

Lack of belief or 
understanding

27
(33%)

Potential future 
use
16

(20%)

In process
7

(9%)

Alternative Issues
15

(18%)

Why has your business not undertaken a Carbon audit?

Not A Priority

Lack of belief or
understanding

Potential future use

In process

Alternative Issues
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I run the farm as efficiently as possible and Iam fully organic and grow trees and have wild areas and even buildings on the farm since 
1987 have all been built using trees grown on the farm, and I am very aware of trying to save the world. I do not think a carbon audit 
would be money well spent when their are so many farms that really do need to do one. 

As we apparently have considerable variations of soil type and quality, I am in the process of doing some preliminary testing for carbon 
in the most varied corners of the farm. 

I may have one in the future. 

Our business is currently going through a split, as there are so many factors involved, we couldn't spare the time. 

IN PROCESS OF DOING IT 

low scale extensive system producing reducedoutputs 

Of four types of Carbon audit I do not know which would accurately reflect my situation. I am waiting for a definitive suggestion as to 
which is the most accurate/which Scotgov will recognise. 

not the landoner 

we are a very small farm 

The whole carbon footprit is irrelevant to agriclture, total red herring! People have to eat. Air freight and passenger travel have the biggest 
carbon footprint. 

Do not know costs required. 20% of Scotland is bog land like ours and should retain carbon which is no longer encouraged apparently 

I don't know what a carbon audit is, nor do I understand whether I have to do one or not. It is a complete mystery to me.  

My meat buyer now wanting me to be carbon neutral by 2030(woodheads, morrissions supermarket.) 

When I see a carbon audit for all the aircraft in the sky and the vehicles on the overcrowded roads I will do one .Massive improvement in 
the atmospheres air quality during pandemic . Bit of a weather nut with a daughter who has Phd in Astrophysics. Do enough  already old 
fashioned 7 course rotation,   red/white  clover replacing nitrogen. Recycle all straw via dung. Just have one vehicle not a 4X 4 off roader 
which are mostly not fully utilised.  

It does not calculate my true carbon balance and to date there is not a system that will do that. 

Carbon toolkits have a varied output dependent on which ones you use. There are different calculators with different methodologies and 
assumptions none of which have deer and are easy to fit to my farm enterprise. 

I didnt know that I had to do one 

I do not know anything about doing a carbon audit 

Still weighing up the pros and cons before committing to an audit  

I have done this elsewhere and the information resulting from the exercise is meaningless because as yet there is no approved standard.    
However, even when there this is just a "political plaything" that will be used to fudge the issue (carbon trading) rather than addressing 
the problems of climate change.  

not got round to it 
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Just haven't got round to it yet 

I don't trust the firms/organisations who do these audits. There seems to be little consensus on what figures to use and poor regulation 

I have one booked next week however I am pretty sure the results will be horrendous because our diversified businesses and very energy 
hungry. 

This is a current fad. As it is presently conceived it is just a nonsense. There s in reality only one way to reduce emissions and that is to 
get rid of at least 60% of the world's population. When there are proper rules in place to reduce populations then homo sapiens has a 
vague chance of survival. If it was easy it would have been done a long time ago.  

Had a carbon footprint report as part of a business survey done. 

I have not looked into it yet 

I have told sac to come and do a audit waiting  

It is unlikely that it would affect our current land management strategy which is focused on grassland conservation mangement. 

My agent has to learn how to do it but there are different systems, who knows which is best.  From what I read the CA does not take into 
account what the land is doing which makes it all rather pointless a bit like the lies coming out of the forestry sector which the politicians 
lap up because it sounds so good. 

never needed until now 

Have instructed it to be done 

I am in the process of undertaking a carbon audit at this present time(July 2022) 

I am not sure that the information collected in carbon audits have been thought through enough to accurately calculate what your carbon 
footprint is. For such an important issue the information gathered during carbon audits must cover all aspects of a business in order to 
give an accurate report.  

I don't think i will be able to change anything much 

This business is too small to justify an audit 

There are too many other things to do 

I will be having one completed to comply with grant application 

New to farming; so going forwards will actively invest in a carbon audit.  

Was signed up but agent ran out of time  

Will get one done but not sure which scheme to use 

I do want to do one I have no idea how to get started or how much it will cost 

I am in the process of organising this and have stated the procedure 

I have made my own assessment of the impact of the operation in terms of emisssions and made changes, using Agricalc as a guide. I 
now want to get expert input to carry out a formal asssessment and also to consider how slanted or otherwise that tool is. 
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I took part in The Beef Efficiency scheme an element of my carbon footprint was examined - though the deer enterprise and my 
renewables(wind and solar) were not included in the calculations 

it is a sham, meaningless fluff and we all know it. 

Croft to small 

As you can probably tell I am not a fan. Measure sequestration far more useful in encouraging efficiency. 

Low intensity sheep production. I see limited opportunities for change. I have read about it. 

I am  very careful to keep things simple and as green as i can. 

Waiting until fully certified as Organic  

It might be helpful to concentrate the mind on sustainability and natural inputs such as recycling animal manures. We do not have the 
spare resource.  

Significant conservation project on land, massively carbon negative 

Permanent grass only. No inorganic fertilisers or sprays used. No tractors or quad-bikes. 

I am not aware of relevant information being sent out to farms to assist in making a useful decision about doing a carbon audit 

I was keen to check out all the many systems to try to assess which would best suit my situation. 

will do one next year 

There is plethora of tools, apparently 60 oddd, none has been recomended by RPID/SG 

The tool, AgRe calc, recommended by the Scottish government is very poor and only provides an approximation of carbon footprint, it is 
not user friendly, it does give the carbon calculations being used and is designed such that the user cannot complete the audit themselves 
but has to use SAC as an 'accredited' consultant and the grant then goes to them - this is not going to convince many farmers of the scot 
gov's sincere desire to help them drive progress. 

NOT BEEN NECESSARY TO DATE 

Only worthwhile if the type of land is taken into consideration to offset carbon generated 

As we rent out the ground, the tenant would need to undertake such an audit. 

I have not been required to do a carbon audit 

Too small a farm, and too small a business to justify? 

I haven't got around to it 

My business is too small. But we may undertake one in the near future if we can get the necessary help to conduct an audit.  

Haven’t got round to it yet but intend to do so 

SAF form does not require carbon audit as exempt from greening requirement 

I was waiting until there was a standardised solution that is accurate as  the results can vary depending on which one used currently. 

Waiting on agronomist sending me required information requests  

We are in the process of doing one just now, waiting to hear back the results. We are a pilot farm for a new 5 year scheme for Cairngorm 
National Park and this is one of the things they want done the first year of it. 
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 Question 18 - What energy efficiency changes have you implemented/intend to implement following the Carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 6. Question 18 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 6. Question 18 Other responses 

Other responses 

More efficient feed by use of TMR 

Attempt at agri-plastic recycling - insufficient infrastructure 

Livestock enterprise efficiency 

Nutrient budgeting  

Less chemical use 

Nitrogen Use 

Peatland Restoration 

Local/UK grown feed 

Change of livestock use 

Improved internal record keeping 
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Reduce livestock losses 

Reduce purchased feed 

renewable energy infrastructure 

Soil sampling and lime application 

Soil testing and nutrient planning 

Very few recommendations made as compliant in most areas 

we already had a wind turbine , improved building infrastructure and fuel efficiency prior to the carbon audit 
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 Question 19 - What technology changes have you implemented/intend to implement following the Carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 7. Question 19 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 7. Question 19 Other responses 

Other responses 

Aiding new software development 

Not priority 

Alternative tech 

EID 

Not priority 

Cattle weighing tech 

All above tech 

Not priority 

Livestock electronic scales 

  

Alternative 
Technology

2
(22%)

Not A Priority
3

(34%)

Livestock Weight 
Analysis

1
(11%)

Original question 
option

3
(33%)

What technology changes have you implemented/intend to 
implement following the Carbon audit?

Alternative Technology

Not A Priority

Livestock Weight Analysis

Original question option

2

3

1

3

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5

Alternative Technology

Not A Priority

Livestock Weight Analysis

Original question option

What technology changes have you implemented/intend to 
implement following the Carbon audit?
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 Question 20 - What crop and soil management efficiency changes have you implemented/intend to implement following the carbon 
audit? 
 

 
Figure 8. Question 20 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 8. Question 20 Other responses 

Other responses 

production and use of on-farm compost 

applied 2 lighter applications of livestock manure and got better results from 1 thicker application. Thus used less inorganic fertiliser. 

Liming to improve clover and reduce applications of nitrogen however this initially increases carbon footprint 

We have been carrying out all of the above before carbon audits were invented.  

Green cover instead of fallow 

soil sampling 

Soil sampling  

Using more organic fertiliser and less inorganic 

Significant reduction in fertiliser use and more timely use of livestock slurry. 

Organic fertiliser
5

(31%)

Chemical changes
2

(12%)
Sampling

3
(19%)

Crop Analysis
3

(19%)

Original question 
answers

3
(19%)

What crop and soil management efficiency changes have you 
implemented/intend to implement following the carbon audit?

Organic fertiliser

Chemical changes

Sampling

Crop Analysis

Original question answers
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soil sample 20% of field annually and correct soil pH status. All inorganic fertiliser is now applied based on crop offtake and soil sample 
result. Digestate is also bought in to reduce the need for fertiliser.  

already carried out the above 

plant tissue analysis  Growing protein crops at home to replace bought in soya and sunflower products 

Most of above already doing 

aim to greatly reduce in NPK fertilisers 

Reduced tillage, balancing carbon net zero aspirations with supporting biodiversity - both will be impacted by decisions 

use of clovers in grass swards 
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 Question 21 - What livestock management changes have you implemented/intend to implement following the carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 9. Question 21 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 9. Question 21 Other responses 

Other responses 

recduce the number of animals we keep as they (and diesel use) are the main remaining sources of crabon 'leakage' from our farm 
system    PS  why isn't stock number reduction on your optins for thsi question?  For most farms in LFA Scotland, reducing stock 
numbers is the quickest and easiest way to reduce carbon impact.  Aren't you allopwed to talk about stock reduction and removal? 

bulling some heifers younger.   

Sold all cattle, replaced with a few sheep. 

We have been carrying out all of the above with the exception of methane reduction long before carbon audits were invented. It is good 
business practice.  

We did not make any changes in response to the audit with our livestock as we were doing it anyway. 

Livestock changes
6

(43%)

Vet Reports
1

(7%)

Already Managing
5

(36%)

Factor Dependent
2

(14%)

What livestock management changes have you 
implemented/intend to implement following the carbon 

audit?

Livestock changes

Vet Reports

Already Managing

Factor Dependent
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Doing many of above measures and keep up with improved technology to support had regular vet reports health discussions etc 

Some of these are also linked to our buyers requirements for animal health, continuous improvement / cost of production initiatives 

Ignoring the enteric fermentation calculation as all livestock are grass fed only. Therefore methane emissions are part of the cycle and 
not properly allocated using Agricalc. Mob grazing all cattle 

Better grazing management, mob grazing, low/ no input. Highland cattle to better manage rush and wader pastures. Conversion to 
organic 

Were already using health measures pre audit 

rotational grazing 

Paddock grazing, with a view to enhancing diversity and quality of sward, without cultivation and enabling stocking density to increase 
as our new, small herd grows 

Changed breeds to a native breed with less concentrate feed requirement. Changed lambing dates to lambing in late March early April 
so not housed so long  

we were implementing most of the above prior to the carbon audit 
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 Question 23 - Why have you not undertaken actions following a carbon audit? 
 

 
Figure 10. Question 23 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 10. Question 23 Other responses 

Other responses 

A high priority to do, however other priority tasks to attend to first.  

There is a lack of certainty on future support regimes which is stalling the business ability to plan and make changes for the future 

The audit carried out was a comparison exercise. No actions specific to our farm were highlighted. 

We have a large wind farm on our property 

We didnt understand the Carbon Audit report or notice recommendations. 

The actions are yet to be implemented 

Agrecalc was not fit for purpose at the time.  No account taken sequestration, eg planting trees & hedges.  Also, methane was calculated 
as though it was a long term green house gas when it is actually has a half life of 10 years or less, so gave a misleading result. 

Only received the audit results recently. 

No major recomendations that were felt to be economically justifiable.  However cover crops / green manures, may be implemented in 
future if either economics or support schemes justify this 

Not A Priority
1

(2%)

Lack of belief or 
understanding

5
(11%)

Efficiency
2

(4%)

Changes in 
planning

17
(36%)

Audit Issues
6

(13%)

Infrastructure
1

(2%)

Not Applicable
15

(32%)

Why have you not undertaken actions following a carbon 
audit?

Not A Priority

Lack of belief or
understanding

Efficiency

Changes in planning

Audit Issues

Infrastructure

Not Applicable
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It all sounds far too complicated 

the audit wasn't a full carbon audit of the entire farm, it was only based around the arable production side of the business. 

We are already doing many of the recommendations. 

Carbon Audit was incorrect due to omissions in data submitted by agent 

Carbon audit newly completed at time of this survey. 

We have made some adjustments to the way our business is run but becuase we have had no training or advice on how to interpret the 
results it is difficult to use the information generated by the audit. 

Already implementing Regenerative Ag techniques 

still awaiting the final report- audit is in process at the moment- tried answering no but comments were not relevant for it either  

Our farm business carbon audit looked like we were doing well under current management. Although we understand that everyone can 
always do better, so keen to do our bit. 

BECAUSE MY AUDIT WAS REASONABLY LOW AT THE TIME 

I was already undertaking most of the recomended actions anyway 

It came out that we also have very low carbon emissions 

Already pretty efficient 

audit only recently completed will do more soon! 

Try and be more efficient.   Reduce stock numbers but this would reduce turnover and cashflow 

Still awaiting Audit Results 

Although we have completed an audit we don’t have the result yet  

By standards of time , we rated quite highly and I was not impressed by the quality of the audit. 

suggested soil sampling which we already do, but as we do every 4 years it did not register for 2020  whole farm sampled 2018 

I haven't received the report yet 

Changes were geared to small incremental adjustments, but were they annual variations or due to something I did? 

I didn't find it a very useful piece of information - for e.g. our existing trees/woodland cover was ignored in the calculations. I am still not 
convinced that it is scientifically based or provides useful information. 

no clear actionable points & lots of unanswered questions 

Just newly done this, changes for future are in plan. 
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Results were hugely biased. We are a nature friendly farm, trying to do all we can for the environment, the soil, biodiversity and our 
community. Therefore, we have a huge amount of livestock working their way round our arable rotation, to give the arable rotation a break 
and also put in nature nitrogen to the ground. We are 100% grassfed on all our livestock and pasture for life accredited. However, at the 
time the carbon audit didn't get into account any carbon the grass sequestrated, and the only factor having a big influence over your 
carbon results was the number of days a cattle beast was alive for. Therefore, according to the results, I should take all my animals off 
grass, intensively feed them a diet of barley or other cereals and fatten them as fast as I can. Again the result was hugely biased as the 
carbon that would be created to make these feeds would not have been taken into account. We found similar issues with the arable side 
of the business, we are mintill/no till on the farm, meaning we have not ploughed for nearly 10 years now. However the carbon we weren't 
releasing wasn't taken into account and either were the large areas of wild flower and other bio diversity areas on the farm. The main 
factor again was yield, the higher the yield the higher the amount you divide your carbon by. Therefore, we the result would push farmers 
towards, forgetting about biodiversity or looking after the soils, but to aim for maximum yields at all costs. I think carbon is a huge issue, 
however before farmers are forced to use these tools and change their behavior according to the results I think we need to make sure 
that these will push the actions that we want.   

Response to audit not yet received back from agent who carried it out 

I had already converted to no-till before carrying it out 

Haven’t got the results yet  

We are very energy efficient and sequester more carbon than we create;  

We were in credit, therefore didn’t feel the need to change. Due to Covid also, subsequently has held up opportunities to alter, change 
or modify. 

Many of measures suggested, already either have been implemented, or are in process of being so. 

We are already undertaking plenty of measures to minimise carbon emisions 

Plan to review once 2022 figures have been completed 

I was already down the  route of trying to reduce carbon emissions to make the business more efficient, however the audit put a C 
benchmark down 

Firstly because there was no clear benefit in doing so, and by that i mean it is a time consuming exercise and one which i saw no return 
from doing other than it ticked a box on an auditors check list.   Secondly, we are consciously trying to build our soil organic matter (which 
is one of, if not THE major influencing factor on a carbon audit) and this takes time. I see no benefit in annually checking something that 
takes several years to change, and will not be a linear improvement, there will be fluctuations depending on weather conditions.  Thirdly, 
I say we have not taken any following actions following the carbon audit, but we are constantly trying to reduce inputs, this has been the 
case in agriculture forever and it is even more pressing in the current climate. I could have provided a list of things we are doing, but we 
would be doing them regardless of a Carbon audit. 
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Feel we have identified several practical and worthwhile improvements ourselves that are relevant to our system and would like to 
implement these.  We have the knowledge of our particular situation, business and environment / landscape and have an understanding 
of what is practical and worthwhile rather than standard, broad brush recommendations selected from a list that supposedly match our 
responses to the carbon audit.  

actions to continue to improve business are already being undertaken 

not had results back yet 
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 Question 27 - Approximately how frequently do you take the following measurements? 
 

 
Figure 11. Question 27 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 11. Question 27 Other responses 

Other responses 

In all honestly probably less frequently. Nearer 8-10yrs to fit in with the arable ( and new grass rotation). 

Only when a fields production slumps or a field comes out of long term grass 

every second year usually before we reseed an area or to check if ground is lacking anything to produce better quality grass  

soil is a biological resource, not a chemical store!  we use biological soil analysis of nematodes numbers , fungi fillament length, etc.    
There is NO laboffering biological soil analysis in Scotland - SG needs to get SAC labs to provide biological analysis options, so that 
farmers can measure the soil biology, and not just the chemistry 

every 10 years when grass is renewed 

I haven’t decided yet how often to test 

the cycle is more than 5years  

perhaps every 5-10 years, mainly for ph(lime requirement on improved historically improved peatland) 

No defined 
timeframe

31
(61%)

<5 years
9

(18%)

5-10 years
10

(19%)

>10 years
1

(2%)

Approximately how frequently do you take the following 
measurements?

No defined timeframe

<5 years

5-10 years

>10 years
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No defined timeframe
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Approximately how frequently do you take the following 
measurements?
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Very occasional use for background information and to try to identify lacklustre performance of livestock. 

As required when reseeding  

One field annually tested for trace elements 

Occasionally trace elements (eg copper) if there is a query over stock health. 

All fields sampled on a three year cycle for ph, P, K, Mg. A small proportion  (15%) are sampled for Organic Matter. 

When required 

Usually do the whole farm,at the same time, every three or four years.  We do organic matter and trace element analysis on a small 
percentage, of different fields, each time. 

When tree crop observation shows possible nutrient deficiency 

Sample all fields every 4-5 years for pH and Chemistry 

When I’m reseeding  

Some trace elements not so frequently 

If required or feel it is necessary then will get field checked earlier 

OM / TRACSE ELEMENTS  ONE OFF TESTING TO GEYT PICTURE OF WHAT IS AVAILABLE 

We are using treated sewage from Troqueer. So Scottish Water do much of the sampling. This is to some extent experimental  at the 
moment.  It has in it more heavy metals than I would like. Takes too long to break down. as a method of fertilizing it will need some 
research to make it more useful.  

We are organic and a hill farm so only sample inby to know if / when fields require any inputs. We are a low input farm and any inputs 
are organic. We do not have a nutrient plan, we react to soil analysis results, only using inputs if necessary. 

I am an organic farmer all the farm was soil sampled by map h smart precision farming on 21/03/19  

Every third year 

Grazing only so samples done prior to a re-seed - minimum 15 years  

I have only just recently started doing soil testing and will probably do it over a 4-5 year cycle as it takes some time for improvements 
to work through the soil.  

analysis of soil microbiology 

Sometimes sample for reseeds and if crops have shown detrimental signs. 

Only if field is changing crop 

In Feb 2022 completed a full farm Soil analysis, prior to this was a proportion of fields each year ( to have completed farm over 8-10 
years 

When I want to check the soil makeup  
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Your question does not really address my use of soil testing. I graze rotationally but have very old grass. I attendeded a grass course 
and realised we needed to test before considering a re-seed. That test highlighted the need to get the ph up before considering re-
seeding. I intend to test again this year to test the impact the lien has had 

Carried out a whole farm soil test in 2013 of all elements listed above - then carried out a soil carbon test in 2015 as part of a carbon 
trading scheme now ended 

we have measured organic matter in the past but not recently 

Just taken on permanent fields and had them all sampled in year 1 as baseline 

Trace elements undertaken only recently and may be done very occasionally, longer than 5 years! 

When funding was available in 2018 the whole farm was sampled (didn't include organic matter) to provide a baseline. 

om & trace occasionally 

we also do annual plant tissue analysis to calculate optimum N application rates 

This was the first time we had the soil tested professionally. 

a single field every 5 years or more 

Probably soil test more frequently  

We also monitor soil temperature to assist timing of fertiliser applications 

Ph, Chemistry & Magnesium tested for once every crop rotation cycle- (7 years) 

We did the whole farm for pH last year, but otherwise only do fields we've mown or which are in poor shape - so not a regular 4-5 yr 
thing 

beginning to understand that PKMgZSeS etc analysis is not the only thing important if we are restoring and rebuilding soil biology / soil 
function as healthy soil will provide these minerals to growing crops anyway.... 

This is our first year and we are sampling around 1/3 of the farm.  Testing will be carried out annually (especially if there is funding to 
do so), which will mean that each field will be tested every 3 years. 

Sampling cycle is 6 years to match our rotation therefore keeping the sampling consistent with rotation.  4 or 5 year cycle would become 
completely out of sync with the rotation which is valuable for us.  Would be happy to sample twice during the rotation - every three years 
but this would have to be cost effective. 

trace elements in fields suspect problem only 

Full soil C analysis every 5 years 

SAMPLE OF FIELDS 
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 Question 30 - What system did you use? 
 

 
Figure 12. Question 30 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 12. Question 30 Other responses 

Other responses 

Advice from organic farmers. 

Use data from soil analysis and Taylor to improve  

Contour Rhiza 

Observation 

P & K is done by SOYL based on soil sampling and cropping plans.  Nitrogen is done by farmer using NVZ guidelines and SRUC Notes 

Excel spreadsheet 

NVZ plan done annually in collaboration with SAC Consulting. 

Scottish Agronomy 

Software
10

(36%)

Self-imposed
9

(32%)

Agencies/Contract
ors
8

(29%)

Farmers
1

(3%)

What system did you use?

Software

Self-imposed

Agencies/Contractors

Farmers
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The NKP&S requirements for cereals, kale /rape/turnip and grass are well known. Keeping P levels down is a major problem with dairy 
slurry.  Indeed the spreading of all slurry should be banned ASAP. It does the soil structure a great deal of damage not only by compaction 
but also destroys much of the insects and annelid worms and bacteria that make up a soil's organic matter and keep the soil structure 
light and airy.   

Do similar to what worked in previous years. Give less to strong areas and more to weak areas of barley. 

Report from Glenside 

seed merchant 

Seat of the pants!  We spread cow dung every second year from a neighbour, and spread lime and fertilizer when we think appropriate 

Agrii RHIZA 

quite crude and fickle to use.  As we mainly grow Spring Barley it is not as relevant as this crop requires available P & K whatever the 
levels (past experience). Further our levels are not high enough to warrant P&K holidays 

crop rotation 

Scottish Rural Collage 

Sac 

We are very extensive - so if we use purchased fertiliser/lime we need to know it will be worthwhile and spread where it will add most 
value. I concentrate on the fields which are capable of "improvement" - some of our land is peat/moss or old permanent pasture so adding 
nutrients is not necessarily appropriate. 

Muddy Boots 

All work undertaken by Rhiza 

NMR 

My own knowledge from farming my own farm and knowing how it responds. Knowing the land type and when nutrients both organic and 
inorganic can be applied successfully and to maximum benefit. 

We use an excel spread sheet that records future and past nutrient applications using soil analysis data. 

Greenlight Grower Management 

RPID Guidance 

Soilquest 

Own record on computer using Scottish government template 
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 Question 35 - Why do you carry out manure analysis? 
 

 
Figure 13. Question 35 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 13. Question 35 Other responses 

Other responses 

optimize crop output  

We have only done it once this year, no specific action as yet 

Have to have analysed to meet PAS 110 analysis 

as an organic farm, I have to obtain certification approval before spreading non-organic horse dung and show that the dung I have 
matches the field requirements 

Checking for worm egg count in lambs 

To understand what is in it 

We need to know what we are putting on 

 Because it is beneficial to my organic farm 

Soil biology 

Farm Optimization
3

(25%)

Assess Contents
6

(50%)

Meet Requirements
2

(17%)

Not Applicable
1

(8%)

Why do you carry out manure analysis?

Farm Optimization

Assess Contents

Meet Requirements

Not Applicable
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optimise organic fertiliser use 

To find out the manurial nutrient value to ascertain application rates 

Only Green Compost manure used, not listed @ 22. above so have had to tick FYM 
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 Question 36 - Did you make any changes to your business as a result of your analysis? 
 

 
Figure 14. Question 36 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 14. Question 36 Other responses 

Other responses 

Started to farm organically. 

See preious answers 

Changed from a focus on chemical nutrition to biological. Ie compost  

Target certain fields 

Reduce nitrogen use 

  

Change to 
organic

1
(20%)

Targeted farming
1

(20%)

Change product 
usage

2
(40%)

Not Applicable
1

(20%)

Did you make any changes to your business as a result 
of your analysis?

Change to organic

Targeted farming

Change product usage

Not Applicable
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 Question 37 - If you do not carry out manure analysis, why not? 
 

 
Figure 15. Question 37 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 15. Question 37 Other responses 

Other responses 

I don’t see that it varies much from previous years 

Planning on doing it as with price of fertiliser I have looked into it more.  

does not give meraningful results.  SAC tests tell me the chemical composition.  As an organic farmer, I wnt to know th ebiological composition, 
and potential.  SAC lab needs to be able tooffer biological analysis of soils and inputs 

I feel I roughly know what the analysis is.  

I' have never heard of anyone doing this and didn't know I could 

the manure has previously had analysis taken 

Never thought about carrying out manure analysis  

Don't know enough about it 

Just doesn't get done.  

Not A Priority 
35

(17%)

Lack of belief or 
understanding

41
(20%)

Potential future use
14

(7%)

Use estimates
19

(9%)

Currently too 
difficult

14
(7%)

Not applicable 
81

(40%)

If you do not carry out manure analysis, why not?

Not A Priority

Lack of belief or
understanding

Potential future use

Use estimates

Currently too difficult

Not applicable
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I don't keep livestock housed in winter. 

use SRUC estimates 

Produce very little FYM 

i do not use manure 

FYM applications rotated round whole farm 

Have relied on average figures 

I've been meaning to start but yet to get around to it 

never thought about it 

I intend to start doing it 

No manure applied 

I do not grow any crops.  My sheep provide all the manure on my fields.  I have not used inorganic fertiliser for approximately 20 years.   

Not enough to make it worthwhile  

Cattle outwinter on a 100% pasture based diet and live all year outside. 

We have no livestock sheds, livestock are outside all year.    So do not produce manure 

Just use figures for generic FYM 

No significant manure produced as cattle are outwintered 

The manure I produce is so small tiny amounts. 

It's on the to-do list once we come up to speed with other initiatives since we are new to the business. 

I only have 12 sheep and no other manure. I chop all my real straw and put it back into the ground. 

Just never done it  

I hadn't thought about doing it. Would it change what I did with my manure? 

It is now illegal to in-winter cattle on this farm for three reasons. 

we don't have enough of it to go around so it goes to silage fields 

Wide range of manure types makes it difficult to take accurate samples. 

Huge variation in manure quality/consistency here. 

Never done it 

Don't know how to do it. 

Do not use manure 

Don’t have livestock on farm 

Easier to use general guideline figures and we need to spread manure regardless of nutrient content. 

we have very little, so not worth it. 

my manure is not consistant so sampling and testing will be inacurate 

Many sheep farmers, produce very little fym 
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Not been aware it is something that could be done. 

NEVER THOUGHT ABOUT IT 

Have done in the past to ensure muck is in line with standard figures.  Inorganic nitrogen fertiliser is adjusted in line, and grain nitrogen would 
suggest that we are getting it right.  Any P or K deviation will be picked up by GPS Soil sampling 

use a general figure applicable to straw based cattle fym 

Inconsistent 

USE TYPICAL ANALYSES AS REPORTED BY SRUC 

small acreage and small amounts of manure available 

Volumic quantities are known as is the area to cover, so knowing analysis would make no difference. 

We would have to use the slurry in any case 

I use standard values for FYM, and hen pen if used. 

Hadn’t considered the practice until now.  

Insufficient housed cattle 

not that much  

Difficult to be accurate with application rates 

Manures in different buildings so would require large number of tests to be any good 

Sheep farm haven’t done this 

requires constant analysis as constituents vary depending on class of livestock and diet being fed  

Have just used it as it has been for the last 50 odd years and havent actually though about it 

unsure who would provide this service 

Don't use manure now 

we are sheep farmers and there is not much of it/ 

I am a sheep and Deer Upland Livestock unit - I produce little manure, what is produced is held in a midden and composted for 2 years before 
being incorporated into a grass reseed. 

Never thought about it 

My land is permanent grazed  grassland with no inorganic input.  

just not something that has been done. 

We have never started but intent too 

Something I am considering  

dont know about this 

Use of FYM is de minimis  

Do not use manure very often  

No livestock so do not use manure 
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Never thought about doing it  

never been something we thought of doing 

Have not thought about it as  

We produce FYM from cattle and sheep.  I apply manure using an assumtion of industry standard nutrient levels.  I have not been convinced 
that with a varible product that without doing multiple tests we can get a scientifically more accurate result than using industry standards. 

I don't have any to use 

Something we plan to start doing 

What is in manure is in it. You can't take out some phosphate and replace it with something else. If we could bring in organic matter without 
certain nutrients that would be great but it's not going to happen. What comes out of the stock + the straw or bedding is what you get 

Go by book values. 

I haven't considered doing it, but now will definitely consider it 

ANALYSIS VERY VARIABLE AND INACCURATE 

We away winter our cattle outdoors, therefore we do not have a manure supply. 

Slurry and farmyard manures are not homogenous substances and therefore, accurate analysis and accurate application are very difficult.  Areas 
that receive either slurry or fym are soil sampled regularly and any build ups or deficiencies of nutrients are rectified accordingly. 

We spread the manure that is generated by our own cattle and sheep  

Unsure of the availability of or how to access testing.  

Hardly any FYM. Apart from calves livestock stays outside all year round 

Use standard values for the manure applied 

Only produce a tiny ammount 

Never thought about it and never heard of it  

No organic manure on farm Bio pellets used from sewage industry and soil they are already analysed 

Do not produce manure as no housed animals 

haven't looked into it yet 

Purchased hen muck has an analysis  

We use the published results  

I use sheep grazing vegetables and cover crops so too difficult 

Farm has heather and rough grazing on an island with no use of manure. 

In an organic situation we put back what we take off 

Dont know who would test it for us 

I have never considered it before. 

No manure is applied apart from that deposited directly by grazing sheep 

I am not sure of benefit for me doing this, don't fully understand.  
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Just never thought about it. We are sheep only so our manure is lambing time straw bedding only. Allow it to rot over 2 years to breakdown 
before spreading 

Only just started hearing about undertaking manure analysis so need to find out more about it.  

Regular soil analysis ensures efficient use, i.e. P & K trends are easy to follow. 

Only horse manure. Spread thinly so as not to upset artificial fertiliser plan 

I have very little manure.  Cattle graze permanet pasture year around 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

We soil sample 

It is something we need to do. 

Extensive hill sheep which lamb outside don't leave enough manure for testing to be relevant. 

If this question is related to livestock manure, we do occasionally test if contractor has equipment fitted ( for slurry only). Results are variable and 
effect on crop is more likely to be related to weather and timing. 

We only farm sheep. We have no crops 

Never considered 

Extensive livestock farm . Stock not housed so no opportunity to do this 

Might well be about to start 

All manure is applied to grassland in rotation 

I rent out the ground  

No manure 

probably should do this but we just work with what we have where we need it  

Never thought about it - would need results quickly too which might be difficult due to farm location 

We are a small operation and we farm in a very organic manner  

animals are free range  

Small farm.  We apply all the manure we use to our main hay field to improve soil structure, maintain fertility and reduce inorganic fertiliser use, 
then get soil tested  

dont produce fym. cattle outside all year 

use the SAC figures for FYM 

Do not house sheep in byre except at lambing therefore do not have enough manure to use on the fields so do not test the manure. Your previous 
set of questions appear very slanted towards crop farmers which given I only have grass did not apply in the same way to me. 

Do not use fym on croft due to accessibility 

Our stock are outwintered we don’t really gather up much manure inside to do this  

Just never done it  

Previously we have not done this but with the rising cost of fertiliser, we may do this in the future. 
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I have no midden or slurry storage - all animals out on pasture year round 

I don't use manure, or any fertiliser or pesticide. 

Don't know enough about it or indeed who can do it for me 

I do not use manure, it is an expensive, inaccurate pollutant which does not compare to placement of specific inorganic fertilisers for maximum 
crop benefit. 

No manure used 

so little manure, and mainly straw based high DM , we rotate it about fields we think will benefit 

Grazing sheep only. 

Just inherited old manure heaps and application will be as practical rather than measured accuracy. Going forward limited FYM as sheep only 
although possible fish waste option. 

small quantity produced 

We are organic. It is what it is. 

THE POTENTIAL FOR WIDE VARIATION IN THE RESULTS AND BETWEEN BATCHES OF SHIT IF WRONG CAN HAVE SEROUS 
CONSEQUENCES ON THE PROFITABILITY AND YIELD OF CROPS AND GRASS  

Just use average for type of manure 

I don't know enough about it. 

Not something we have done but intriguing to find out more  

I have a good idea of what it has done in the past and so what value it has 

Difficult to take a representative sample and therefore have a meaningful, reliable result 

I can't change the result and I know that putting our cattle dung on our fields leads to improvements in grass growth. Our limiting factor is the 
weather - wet farm so struggle to spread dung at appropriate times sometimes. 

the fym always goes to the same crop (kale) which rotates around the farm. 

only a small amount of sheep muck not worth the time and effort 

I graze sheep all year round on the field  

We only produce a small quantity and do not import any 

No FYM or slurry applied 

I can't see any point in this, my system isn't that technical. What am I going to do, reduce my artificial fertiliser by 1kg per ha when my spreader 
can barely cope with an adjustment of 50kg and if it's not exactly 80cm from the crop and at exactly 10km/hr will spread it pretty vaguely over 
the 24m anyway?  

Trying out Bokashi this winter 

Never considered carrying out such a test 

All grass farm so manure is used on silage aftermaths to avoid spoiling grazing land and to replenish some of the nutrients used up by the silage 
crop 
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I don't know enough about it 

It's never been done before, and having just taken over the farm - I do not know enough about it. 

I have an all grass system. 

Advised that it was not needed  

We generally use organic green manures, when introducing animal manures these are gifted from local farmers and are generally well rotted 
mature matter.   

Past knowledge indicates how the farm responds to manure. Manure produced is of similar makeup every year. What works, works - analysis is 
not going to make any difference. Rates are similarly determined through experience from experimenting with different rates in the past.  

Very little organic manure available. 

We dont have manure 

need all the hard ground to spread dung . The hill is too soft to go on with tractor 

Too many different age groups and types of manure.  

Looking into it for future  

Inputs are controlled in Organic system and I cannot practically use the information which a manure analysis would provide.  It is a mixture of 
cattle dung and straw - no other chemicals. 

Only have sheep so no manure to analyse as such 

I answered 'no' to the previous question. Anyway, I see no need 

Never looked into it, but intend to going forward  

Use standard analysis recommended (e.g. NVZ) 

The farm is an island, no manure produced and is organic 

Do not house cattle. Sheep are only in for lambing. 

Didn't know you could other than for FEC 

Not enogh maure created to make it worthwhile 

never seen the need to 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who would carry out all such analysis. 

No FYM produced 

For me the biological activity of the manure / compost is more important than the chemical content....  bacterial & fungal content are my priority 
- not NPK content..... 

I have not been required to do a manure analysis. 

Cattle are outwintered and paddock grazed, so we do not have FYM to spread and the paddock grazing provides fairly intensive manuring 
directly from the animals.  It is unlikely that analysis would lead us to make changes with additional inputs anyway - such decisions would be 
more likely influenced by soil testing. 
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Unlikely to change the use of our manure as it contains both sheep and cattle manure in batches.   Difficult to judge a rate at which it can be 
spread due to using a rotary spreader and no weigh scales 

I have no organic manure to analyse 

We have too small a stock but use our sheep manure for our vegetables and on the machair 

Because we're an arable farm and don't produce any manure. Our organic matter input comes from compost and crop residue. 

mainly slurry stored at farm 

My dung isn't consistent and case of just getting it on  

Never thought about analysing the manure. Thinking is that all manure added is good for the soil and grass. 

Results can be very variable and therefore un-practical to take enough samples and then alter applications etc. as a result of all the different 
samples. 

I do not know enough about it, but am interested to find out more, and if it would be relevant to our small acreage. 

permanent grass and woodland only. Use own manure only 

Highly variable product - using generic figures probably as accurate as small sample tests 

Business only started 4years ago and haven’t got round to it yet 

dont have a large quantity of manures 

I've never thought of doing it  

I didn't know it was possible! 

dont have enough muck to make any benefit  

Could be persuaded  

we dont have stock so no manure 

Did not know that it could be done 

Animals all out wintered so manure naturally distributed by them. No manure heaps or slurry etc. to manage. 

We do not have manure and soil is already sufficiently fertile through current nutrient cycling 
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 Question 40 - Did you make any changes to your business as a result of your analysis? 
 

 
Figure 16. Question 40 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 16. Question 40 Other responses 

Other responses 

Added straw to suckler ration as silage was good. Altered soya inclusion rate for young cattle whilst maintaining barley rate. 

Feed silage to appropriate stock. 

Feed an diet advised by nutritional is after analysis.  

Target  better forages to growing cattle 

Farm is 100% Pasture for Life Certified. No concentrates are used. 

Regularly use analysis for rationing. 

Have always used analysis to form base ration for livestock - continuous and ongoing 

Tend to always cut early, always aiming for high D values so as to dilute suckler cow diet with straw. 

Diet made to suit the quality of the silage twice yearly 

vary amount and/or quality of concentrates fed pre lambing depending on silage analysis 

Rationing
11

(21%)

Changes to diet
30

(59%)

No Action
5

(10%)

Factor 
Dependent

3
(6%)

Targeted Sourcing
1

(2%)
Not Applicable

1
(2%)

Did you make any changes to your business as a result of your 
analysis?

Rationing

Changes to diet

No Action

Factor Dependent

Targeted Sourcing

Not Applicable
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liquid feed added when needed for energy 

  accurate ration formulation for AD Plant 

Increased/decreased concentrates depending on results  

balance ration 

We predominantly feed ad lib haylage / silage to suckler cows during housing with no / little use of concentrate.  Analaysis ensures we 
have sufficient nutrition in the forage. 

No action was required on the advise given by analyse when it came back 

ACTION DEPENDENT ON ANALYSIS YEAR ON YEAR 

For Anaerobic Digester 

MAKE UP FEED RATIONS 

depending on results 

Knowing which type of molasses to use according to the silage analysis. 

The diary cow diet is based on the forage analysis and hence supplemented with concentrates and other feed to suit. 

Adjusted concentrate feed to match analysis  

I do not routinely analyse but do so when I think the quality is not at the level I expect and then I adjust ration level.  

We try anyway not to buy concentrates so test silage to make sure it is good quality so we don’t have to supplement with concentrates  

Was my grass I had analysed have concentrated on better grazing management - no concentrates bought in winter 21/22 (first time ever) 

Get minerals made for cattle to silage analysis  

Forage analysis is an integrated part of winter rationing depending on the analysis we may either increase or reduce or alter the 
concentrates fed. aim is always to reduce bought in concentrates. 

We match a concentrate as best possible to help balance the diet, i.e. dry matter and proteins 

We are organic and we get what we get. 

Re-balanced livestock diets 

THE ANALYSIS IS A BACK UP TO THE PHYSICAL PERFORMANCE OF THE ANIMAL AND SIMPLY GIVES A BASE LINE UPON 
WHICH TO GUAGE CONCENTRATES FED AND/OR QUANTITY OF FORAGE FED 

mineral supplimentation 

Formulate a ration dependant on forage analysis 

We check analysis every year and change winter rations according to the results - so sometime concentrate use goes up, sometimes it 
reduces, sometimes it stays the same. Depends on both the analysis and the stock being fed (eg twin bearing ewes fed differently from 
single bearing). 

ration built according to results each year. 

I am 100% grass-fed therefore I cannot change the diet of my animals based on this, however it does mean I use different silage for 
different categories of animals and it also allows me to interpret the results so I can try and improve on my silage year on year.  
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Target feeding to specific groups of cattle  

Ration adjusted in accordance with the silage analysis for each field/cut of silage 

Last winter I had to source alternative silage. 

Amount of organic cereal fed per beast is determined by analysis of silage which is main feedstuf.   

The correct volume of concentrates 

Exact tmr based on my own barley and silage I use to get a proper blend of all minerals/vitamins/protein to gain the best daily live weight 
gain based on age of store animal. 

I have historically carried out forage analysis to determine optimum amount for forage feeding and use of minerals 

slightly changed feed regime 

Essential for constructing a ration to produce milk efficiently 

input volume of concentrate recommended by SAC based on analysis 

tailor concentrate use to balance ration 

Concentrate fed to young stock, how much depends on how good or bad forage is. 

We get a specialised mineral made for farm, which is tailored to suit the silage with more of certain trace elements as the farm is deficient 
in some 

I'm nearly 100% grass fed here, so minimal concentrates are used  

Take multiple samples through the year so forage and concentrate requirements change over time 
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 Question 41 - If you do not carry out forage analysis, why not? 
 

 
Figure 17. Question 41 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 17. Question 41 Other responses 

Other responses 

Only produce small amounts of hay if I have nutritional deficiencies in the flock I will consider forage analysis  

Forage not supplemented by concentrate feed so just feed fixed ration 

we are not big farmers every penny counts and we simply cant afford it 

I WILL BE DOING THIS, DIDN'T GET ROUND TO DOING IT LAST FEW YEARS DUE TO LOTS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF FORAGE 
AND NOT FINDING SOMEONE TO TEST IT, GOT THIS SORTED NOW.   

I am only just getting started in managing the land as I have only recently purchased it. 

Just never done it 

I don't make any silage or hay. 

We do not make our own forage. Silage we buy in from one supplier may come from different batches / fields / farms. 

Self-Assessed
13

(15%) Too Difficult
5

(5%)

Third Party
5

(6%)

Planned for future
7

(8%)

Further Information
7

(8%)
Not Priority

1
(1%)

Not Applicable
50

(57%)

If you do not carry out forage analysis, why not?

Self-Assessed

Too Difficult

Third Party

Planned for future

Further Information

Not Priority

Not Applicable
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I have done in the past which gives me an idea of what is in the forage, but in the highlands it is very hard to get organic hay and or 
silage so I do not have a choice, but this year I will get it checked and compare it with past results. 

Need to know more information 

I do not have any fodder feeds to make 

Don't know who would do this. 

We only graze out croft land. We undertake Brix testing of our grass forage. 

I purchase  ewe lambs, keep for 1 year and sell as gimmers.  Principally at grass. Optimum condition for time of year monitored and 
adjusted if required by feeding concentrates and/or forage. 

Usually pay attention to the performance of animals to determine how much or how little to feed. 

Many small fields in bales makes sampling inconsistent 

Only make a smallish amount of winter forage -, mainly sheep farmers 

Is done by supplier 

small amounts of forage are purchased for horses. sheep and poultry only get grazed forage from their range 

Not normally available for the winter food we use. 

intend to do this later this year 

Generally we feed according to C.G. We adjust feed in early pregnancy (reducing fattys and improving anyone a bit thinner). If we 
reduce silage we feed hay or straw to satiation 

can tell how livestock doing by weighing them. 

Not sure of benefit with extensive sheep enterprise. 

Don't know enough about it  

Use straights such as straw, draff, barley.  Don't use forage. 

Hasnt been done before and restricted as to being able to do very much to change it i would thjnk 

I only let out seasonal grazing land I do not feed forage to livestock. 

never seen the need 

At present I know soil needs to be corrected once that is complete this should help with forage growth 

Make my own silage buy in draff  

baled silage and from different fields means lots of different samples needed to have accurate information 

Know nothing about it 

no stock 

No livestock 

We don't do it but if the forage is being made for a dairy farmer, they often do an analysis. We use standard measures for analysing 
sheep forage and then use the mark one eyeball to monitor the intake of the concentrate mix. 

We away winter our cattle, we do not produce our own silage - only hay. 
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Silage always seems ok and cattle thrive 

Discussed with adviser last year and will start analyzing this year`s haylage  

with silage cut over several fields every bale could be different 

Am considering it this coming year 

Do this informally ourselves, farming over 50 yrs so a very good idea 

Sheep farming on rough grazing. 

Forage (hay) is not a major part of my sheeps nutrition except when thick snow is on the ground, they are outside all year including at 
lambing 

Don't use forage for feeding 

As I am only a small holder and have a small flock of sheep and a small amount of upland land. The land I have only has small areas 
which lend themselves to improving forage. So I do it mainly by sight (what species are growing within those areas indicate quality of 
the soil and nutrient levels.) 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

Used hay from our own farm and several other sources. 

I purchase hay from a number of sources each year and try to buy the best quality available so I don't see the need to analyse it.  

sheep and cattle uptake and performance shows results 

I did one year and the results were good 

Ground rented out  

I think it's difficult to get accurate results.  Sampling a pit would be hard enough but baled silage would spoil too 

Once again  we are now a small operation and buy in small amounts of forage 

The nature of the 'forage' is rough grazings and could not be easily altered 

cut silage at diiferent times - young new leys cut early (better feed value) for young/finnishing stock and old lays cut later for dry 
stock/cows 

We make the best hay we can from relatively poor ground and sell on for fodder, my customers would soon tell me if the product was 
poor! 

Each baled field of silage might have different analysis 

no forage conserved 

Grazing sheep only. No hay or silage taken currently 

Hay bought in foe emergency use. Others take silage to help me manage grass for aftermath grazing. 

it is a very small part of my buisness 

Forage is fed to store cattle and dry suckler cows as there only feed for a 4 month winter to tide them over until the grass grows again. 
It is what they get whatever the quality. 

I only have a limited area of forage, buty it has a variety of crops and herbs. 
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Only recently started making hay/sileage 

I grow forage crops to reduce the amounts of feed I need to buy in. I have worked out what grows best in our soils but I have not analysed 
the forage crops 

I don't know enough about it. 

I know the quality of forage because I know conditions in which it was produced 

Only recently started producing our own - we may get analyses done as we leaarn more about the variation in quality 

Never considered it. 

Most of the forage I produce is hay/haylage which is now sold into the equine market.  I only use a small proportion myself for a few 
cattle. 

Animals give me a good idea of what is working and what is not 

I use the forage which comes off the farm, as and when the growth is there 

I'm able to tell good forage from bad  

We are extensive on PGRS non intensive therefore not relevant 

Don't know enough about forage analysis 

Buy in all our silage 

My animals receive a forage only diet. 

Sheep grazer, only required little extra forage 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who would carry out all such analysis. 

As this is our first year, we will monitor the animals' consumption of the forage we have made and their condition on it.  If any problem 
we will analyse in future. 

We are an arable farm 

Never thought about analysing forage as only produce grass. 

I have done in the past, but results were consistent so no need to repeat 

do not buy in forage 

Many different fields/cuts/weather events likely to mean wide variation - cost efficient sampling procedures unlikely to give accurate or 
meaningful results to overall quantity. 

We are small producers making some forage ourselves but buying in as well, so never done it. 

No animals 
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 Question 43 - Which enterprise(s) do you carry out a plan for? 
 

 
Figure 18. Question 43 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 18. Question 43 Other responses 

Other responses 

Bees 

Horses 

Goats for dairy 

youngstock rearing 

Conservation grazing pony herd 

  

Bees
1

(20%)

Horses
2

(40%)

Goats
1

(20%)

Youngstock
1

(20%)

Which enterprise(s) do you carry out a plan for?

Bees

Horses

Goats

Youngstock
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 Question 46 - What actions have you implemented? 
 

 
Figure 19. Question 46 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 19. Question 46 Other responses 

Other responses 

All depend on the winter feed quality, what stock it goes to and what the growth expectations are. Altered to suit. 

growing more of ration on farm  growing standing green crops to increase animal health  switching feed supplier 

depends on the year 

adjust how much food is available to cows depending on lactation and pregnancy by strip grazing with electric fencing 

Adjust feed according to weather conditions and available natural forage 

increased Hay supply 

We plan according to animal condition scores 

Introduced new dietary concepts 

taken advise from report given and reduced where necessary and made slight adjustments in other areas 

Animals in bulk need constant monitoring so that the weakest can be helped and the best do not get overfat.  

Use only products of UK origin (brewing and distillery byproducts etc). No imported concentrates, soya etc 

Changes to feed/ 
supplement use

10
(36%)

General 
Adjustments

8
(28%)

Factor 
Dependent

7
(25%)

Not Applicable
3

(11%)

What actions have you implemented?

Changes to feed/
supplement use

General Adjustments

Factor Dependent

Not Applicable

10

8

7

3

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

Changes to feed/ supplement use

General Adjustments

Factor Dependent

Not Applicable

What actions have you implemented?
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As I am an organic farmer ration consists of a silage whole crop mix 

reduced protien use 

Regular condition-scoring of ewes 

Adjustments made depending on performance and available feeds 

Change concentrate feed as required with regard to animal health, weather etc 

We use the calculation to work out expected DLWG based on forage only diet - therefore we can identify poor performance and look for 
other issues 

Trying to balance the diet with as many home grown inputs as possible to reduce finishing costs. For example using more home grown 
barley and stock feed potatoes to reduce the concentrates bought in. 

Changes to max use of local feed such as draff 

Reduced use of "just in case" feed & mineral buckets and tubs. Full analysis showed that no need for these expensive supplements. 

we adapt the ration based on the flock requirements and to maximise the use of home grown inputs, including cereals, legumes and 
oilseeds 

Again we are grass fed - so we use the monitoring to make sure that out cattle and sheep are getting everything that they need.  

Able to target specific groups in the herd 

Improved quality buy cutting earlier  

feed plan depends on silage analysis and maturity/weight of animals 

I run an all-grass system, with the emphasis on minimal inputs; the only use of hard feed is to teach the hoggs to eat it. 

create balanced ration 

depends on each analysis of forage done how we proceed with a feed ration plan 
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 Question 47 - If you do not carry out a feed ration plan, why not? 
 

 
Figure 20. Question 47 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 20. Question 47 Other responses 

Other responses 

Do not know what a feed ration plan is 

Rely on condition scoring of animals 

I NWILL BE DOING THIS NOW 

get advice from feed rep but do not have a documented plan 

Feed ad lib silage and hay. Not feeding any concentrated feed. 

I check the condition of the livestock and feed accordingly. 

low intesity system + hill grazing 

May do in future 

I rely on many many years of good practice and judgement when feeding my sheep.   

I evaluate feed requirements by eye and through long experience 

Not A Priority
9

(10%)

Lack of belief or 
understanding

8
(9%)

Planned for future
4

(5%)

Thrid Party
1

(1%)

Self-Assessed
10

(11%)

Alternative 
Parctices

38
(42%)

Not Applicable 
20

(22%)

If you do not carry out a feed ration plan, why not?

Not A Priority

Lack of belief or
understanding

Planned for future

Thrid Party

Self-Assessed

Alternative Parctices

Not Applicable
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We continually try small experiments with sheep feed (cake/blocks/tubs), but different weather in the winter can have quite an effect on 
uptake. In 20-21, blocks were more popular than tubs, but last year it was the other way round. 

not entirely necessary for suckler cows if good silage has been produced 

Never thought of undertaking one, may now think about one. We do watch what feed and minerals we give the sheep 

Feed is not rationed per se but is adjusted to meet body condition appropriate to time of year. 

It's another job added to an already busy schedule  

i dont feed mixed ration so dont see the need   

Feed sheep PRE lambing based on scan results but do not analyse forage made/fed 

Do not have the relevant machinery to weigh and dispense feeds at a measured level. Sheds do not support feeding from a feeder that 
dispenses a controlled ration. 

Feed system is very simple so not that easy to change much 

We no longer have cattle, and the volume of forage fed to sheep does not merit this. 

Small scale sheep crofters.   

I have had no guidance 

Don't know enough about it  

existing plan meets my needs 

Because 2 samples of forage from same location in clamp can have a 2-3% variation in protein content when done by different  companies.   
This inaccuracies mean a ration can’t be exact   Best to monitor animals through regular weighing or assessing body condition and alter 
ration from that 

Sheep farm not sure this is required  

Have just continued similar for many years 

i work out what i need to feed but not a written plan 

No livestock (AD only) 

I do not keep livestock.  

Feed needs are based on basic visual assessment 

I have never thought about it or been advised to do it 

tend to have a good idea of what stock will need, and adjust accordingly as season seems to dictate 

no stock 

No livestock 

Only recently moved back into livestock with small number of cattle 

Feed to maintain good condition on animals 

FEED AS NECESSARY NO FORMAL PLAN MADE 

Would need to understand more. 
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Feed can be managed regularly due to size of holding personally 

All stock grass/ heather fed with no supplementary feeding. Stock graze wild hill ground with mosaic of plant species, grass species and 
heather. 

Again, we've been farming over 50 yrs, we don't need a plan it is all in our heads.  We don't winter cattle 

Asked about it but significant change to system required 

I do not feed a ration. Rumevite blocks are provided Dec to April as required by the stock, use dictates supply, they stop eating them when 
the grass quality and supply is sufficient. No other imputs other than hay are provided. 

I typically adjust the feed type and rate to keep the suckler cows in optimum condition for the specific stage of the breeding cycle, but I do 
not have a written plan as such.  

Cattle are grazed year around on grass.  Monitoring their body condition and dung gives me a good idea of the quality of their grazing and 
I make adjustments accordingly 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

Pasture for Life Certified - no feed other than grass/hay. 

I don't know enough about it. 

stock fed ad lb 

Find that body condition scoring a more effective way of managing  

Ground rented out  

Difficult without carrying out forage analysis 

grass fed only 

keep it simple - if current system works why change and make it more complicated  

I feed silage and make minimal use of concentrates so it did not appear to be a cost effective use of resources. Plus would want expert 
input on it 

Might do in future 

I don’t think I have enough sheep to justify it. 

I have sufficient permanent grass to keep the sheep happy.  Supplemental feed as required in Winter. 

Need some expertise to do so  

Grazing only no bought-in feed 

I have a low input grass based sheep system. Ewes on blocks then buckets with leaner ewes pulled out for feeding after scanning (minimal 
numbers) 

it is a very small part of my buisness 

I should as my animals are too fat. 

We are 100% pasture fed. There is no room for ration manipulation. 
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We have low intensity black face sheep and sell the lambs as stores to reduce grazing impacts over winter as such we don't need to do 
this 

All animals grass fed, sheep get oats near/over lambing. Pigs are just pets. 

I have sufficient fields to move my animals about, and I do not keep more animals than the croft can support so there is always plentiful 
grazing. 

We buy in cake, etc 

I do it in my head, but nothing gets committed to paper which i am guessing doesn't count??? 

we feed our cattle on an ad-lib basis and take blood samples for metabolic profiling periodically to ensure the cattle are getting what they 
need.  

try to make best use of what we have available on a small enterprise 

Feeding to suit the weather and ewes 

I know what to feed my cattle 

Doesn't seem necessary for sheep only eating grass 

I have limited good ground to grow silage 

Cattle are well fed 

On the island, can't always scan ewes to ration feed accordingly. Take advice from feed merchant 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who implements such plans with his stock. 

We intend to have a forage/ pasture only system. As we are only in year 1, may alter this in future. 

Work on mainly Ad-Lib system but try to judge correct, consistent amounts of silage given per day  

We are an arable farm 

If cattle are not performing correctly by eye.... change it.  

Mainly feed sheep on grass, and when indoors for lambing, hay and silage and some additional hard feeds in the run up to lambing. 

I only feed my cows grass, calves get blend but i keep it simple 

I do it by eye 

I work it out myself 

I have looked on google for advice on feed ration  

We are grass fed here, so no feed plan is required  

No animals 
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 Question 49 - Do you have an accredited plan? 
 

 
Figure 21. Question 49 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 21. Question 49 Other responses 

Other responses 

MV Accreditation 

Done with my vet 

Quality Assured Farm Venison 

Pasture for Life Certified 

I have a pending organic application through sopa/aecs 

Veterinary  surgeon does it 

Demeter biodynamic association 

Veterinary medication plan. 

I am a small holder.  None of the products from my land are sold.  My wife and I are trying to live self sufficiently. 

Hi health cattle testing for johnes & BVD annual  

Alternative 
Accreditation

30
(61%)

Vet
5

(10%)

Self-assessed
1

(2%)

One of Original 
Options

3
(6%)

In Process
6

(13%)

Not Applicable
4

(8%)

Do you have an accredited plan?

Alternative
Accreditation
Vet

Self-assessed

One of Original
Options
In Process

Not Applicable
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SAI Farmed Venison Scheme 

PSGHS 

Was QMS, currently out due to retirement of shepherd but will reapply 

I have no idea what this question means. All dairy farmers must join Red Tractor and we are also members of QMS. Both require a 
Health Plan. There is no choice about it 

We draw up the plan as most of the so called experts know considerable less than we do.  We don't claim to have a monopoly of 
knowledge but there are a lot of not very bright folk who've done a course and thingk they know what they are talking about. Therte is 
nothing like experience over 30 or 40 years.  

Demeter and Organic association 

High Health with Biobest 

Hi-Health Herd Care 

In process of plan 

SAHPS 

in the process of getting it updated to meet Quality Meat Scotland objectives 

High Health herdcare 

Pasture for Life 

PFLA 

will get accredited by QMS in 2022 

UNESCO Biosphere certification 

In process to discuss with vet for approval of plan to join QMS 

PFLA 

M&S 

We are hoping to convert to organic in our next AECS - 2023-2028 if approved 

Pasture for Life 

Our partner farm in the borders are QMS and we follow these requirements. 

We are registered with National Bee Unit, members of Scottish Beekeeping Association, and have an annual plan of care for the apiary 

Plan signed off by Vet 

HISHA 

SQC - Scottish Quality Cereals. M&S Select Farm Audit  

Hi Health Herdcare  

BioBest Hi-Health scheme accreditation for Johnes, BVD, with surveillance monitoring for Leptospirosis and IBR 

Marks and Spencer via Scotbeef 
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yes? 

SALSA+Cheese 

We are not quite at the stage of applying for these accreditations but intend to within the year.  Probably also Nature Friendly Farming 
Network and Pasture for Life. 

marks and spenser accredited 

Vetinary Health Plan 

Milksure accreditation 

Gareth Boyes accredited plan 

Hi-Health/Biobest 

came out it 

Until last year was in QMS but red tape and restrictive regulations made it all too difficult and expensive to comply. Animals still kept at 
same high welfare standards but without certification. 
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 Question 51 - Why do you carry out a plan? 
 

 
Figure 22. Question 51 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 22. Question 51 Other responses 

Other responses 

I have spent time and money on my flock. It would be a poor thing to allow an investment to fail due to poor heathcare, husbandry and 
easily preventable things. 

To confirm timing for animal health and performance to best advantage 

to ensure the health of my stock 

if doing it myself it is based on 50 years farming experience 

For animal welfare 

It was initially created as part of a Land Management and Animal Welfare scheme which no longer exists 

Pride in the job 

to maximise health and welfare of my stock. although I created the plan, it is reviewed annually by my vet with comments as indicated 

Good Practice
17

(55%)

Optimization
4

(13%)

Required
6

(19%)

Not Applicable
4

(13%)

Why do you carry out a plan?

Good Practice

Optimization

Required

Not Applicable
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Our cattle and sheep are our life, we look after them and plan every year to make enough winter fodder and bedding so that they are 
clean, well fed and comfortable.  

To ensure optimum health & welfare of my livestock throughout the year. 

I want my birds kept health 

To provide a template for managing the herd should I take ill or worse. 

Its extremely useful.  

Maintain / improve animal health 

This question shows the lack of understanding about agriculture by the non farming community. If a farmer's aim is to produce the best 
quality animals in the largest numbers that he can from a particular acreage then he needs to understand what he is doing. That many 
farms now exist by producing in excess of the capapility of their acreage is simply a function of cheap (relatively) transport so that they 
can "buy in" acres.  

Improve health and welfare of my animals 

In future QMS needs to be done by vets but the vets have told us they don't have the time?? 

required of hi-health scheme 

Prior to joining QMS scheme we completed plan to get a baseline and better understanding of flock 

Thought it was a requirement 

Was part of beef efficiency scheme 

Good to have an idea when we should be dozing etc to ensure animals are getting what they need at the time it is needed  

Sound buisness sense 

To measure and improve our practices 

Plan to join assurance scheme.  

Our contribution to the Honey Bee Health Strategy 2022- 2032, and to develop this area of the garden as an income stream through 
provision of training, honey and associated products - for this we need healthy aparies. 

Breed society requirement.  

Useful to update latest advice and practices 

Used to be a member of QMS 

It's good to sit down and discuss any worries or areas where I could improve with my vet, when neither of us are rushed and when we 
can work out a plan to mitigate any issues for the coming year  

To know we are clear of diseases for selling breeding stock 
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 Question 53 - What actions do you carry out? 
 

 
Figure 23. Question 53 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 23. Question 53 Other responses 

Other responses 

breed selection  sire selection  stocking density  animal family groups  all-year outdoor rearing (why is there nn recignised definition or standard 
for free rang epork in Scotland?  'outdoor reared' is NOT free range - it just misleads consuemrs info thinking pigs are kept ouside 

Farm is certified Organic by the Soil Association and 100% Pasture Fed by the PastureForLife Association. Animals are treated on an individual 
'as needs' basis. No blanket treatments of any kind are done. 

Minerals are ad-lib via bucket licks 

Benchmarking done as part of BES 

I do feed dried seaweed from mid pregnancy but do not administer and trace elements or minerals 

Quarantine bought-in animals, and any ill ones.  

Review farm biosecurity processes 

Livestock 
Management

13
(54%)

Feed Management
2

(9%)

General 
Assessment

4
(17%)

Organic Farm
1

(4%)

Benchmarking
1

(4%)

Planning for Future
1

(4%)
Not Applicable

2
(8%)

What actions do you carry out?

Livestock Management

Feed Management

General Assessment

Organic Farm

Benchmarking

Planning for Future

Not Applicable
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I have marked the reduce mastitis but our mastitis programme, developed over many years means we have low incidence. Hopefully pride 
doesn't come before an outbreak 

What does benchmark really mean? This is like the word "Rewilding" or "Nature" They are in common useage but what do they really mean?  
Lert me know if you want proper definitions.  

I have not had to worm since 2013 and have not had to treat for pneumonia for the last four years.  I have no problems with mastitis or calf 
scours.  My liver fluke problem appears to be decreasing. 

Maintain elite health status 

Carry out post mortems to establish cause of death occasionally. Blood test ewes to establish mineral status. Intraperitoneal scanning of 
sheep to establish OPA in sheep. Fertility testing of tups. 

Try to keep animals in as good health as possible, avoid use of antibiotics, health screening done by self on continual base not using hi-tec  

WE do have specific problems relating to this particular area, as does everyone. So i look out for and use preventative drugs for ticks, worms 
and fluke. 

Is there a difference between testing for disease and health screening? 

We don't vaccinate, as we don't have a need to. We have a closed herd and have build up the health so we can avoid using any antibiotics 
or vaccinations.  

Hives are inspected weekly during the production season for ecosystem, colony wellbeing, disease and poisoning, and support needs with 
regards to feeding and treatment of issues.  

fertility and calving success, bull fertility testing, pelvic measurement (heifers and bulls), foot health and hoof trimming. 

Choose medications 

Do the research on the new sires you take in will impact greatly the performance.  For example an easy calving strain with high growth rates.  
Rams that have good carcasses and commercial rather than just the look.  My benchmarking is done in the field not on a piece of paper. 

TBC as we are just now creating the Health Plan with our vet as our business and herd is new 

My cattle are regulary checked 

All calves are weighed at birth with birth difficulty, calf vigour etc recorded so it can be monitored in future to see if it worth breeding with that 
cow, bull, calf, etc 

We only vaccinate if required, based on samples. 
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 Question 54 - If you do not have an animal health and welfare plan, why not? 
 

 
Figure 24. Question 54 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 24. Question 54 Other responses 

Other responses 

Did it for 10 yrs under LMC/ LMO (upto about 2014) and it never altered but worked well. So we have continued to follow 
it. We have very little bother with the cattle health and use little vaccines, treatments etc. So seems pointless to pay money 
every year to get what we currently do written up by a vet. Just an unnecessary cost. 

At the moment I have no livestock  

The livestock are monitored daily for any health and welfare issue. Annual vaccinations are administered and dung samples 
are sent off occasionally to analyse if there is a worm burden. 

All livestock are regularly dosed, treated for tick etc, feet and body condition monitored, fed throughout the winter months 
and into lambing and longer if needed, treated by vet for anything else that may arise,  

I have been meaning to do this 

I monitor my sheep on a daily basis - on foot - and keep a close eye on their health and welfare.   

Historic Plan
1

(2%)

Alternative Practices
21

(36%)

Planned in Future
6

(10%)

Third Party
6

(10%)

Vet
6

(10%)

Not Applicable
19

(32%)

If you do not have an animal health and welfare plan, why not?
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Not Applicable
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21
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6

6

19
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Historic Plan

Alternative Practices

Planned in Future

Third Party

Vet

Not Applicable

If you do not have an animal health and welfare plan, why 
not?
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Our grazing is used by neighbour 

We do have a part plan and program. 

Animals are inspected on a daily basis.  Veterinary advice as required.  Vaccination against clostridial diseases and 
pasteurellosis on annual basis under veterinary advice. 

Don't own livestock. 

No livestock, so all below I have never done it 

only 14 breeding  Highland cows 

check animals regularly for health and welfare 

Would like to know more about what it entails  

Error made in previous question.  We do have a Plan.  Couldn't get back to change answer. 

I keep no livestock I only let out grazing and maintain woodland.  

no livestock at present 

No Livestock 

I speak to vet about issues I have and utilise their services when necessary. 

no stock 

This is done by the contractor on a visual basis while checking the stock 

No livestock 

In the process of doing this 

Too small a number of livestock to justify cost. 

If we see livestock that are unwell of course we attend to it asap it's part and parcel of what we do! 

As I have a small flock of sheep I monitor their health and welfare on a daily basis, undertake the regular dosages for 
worms, ticks etc.  

Only DIY livery horses and they have their own plans following vets' advice 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

all animals checked daily any attention required is done immediately 

That would be down to the person renting the ground. 

Vet produced one for us as part of LMC but told us nothing more than we knew and too generic to make any difference.  
We are a very small farm, review animal health and welfare regularly and adjust all we do accordingly, simply don't see 
need for a formal plan 

I do not have a formal plan although that is planned this year. Again want to be sure I get high quality veterinary input on 
it. I do however have an informal plan 

Am in process of writing one up with vet 

I don’t have a big farm or many sheep. 
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I deal with animal welfare as required, dosing for Fluke, worms & Flystrike as required. 

A rough principle plan but not written down 

Closed flock. Sheep purchased from high health flock 

Animals are constantly monitored and assessed by experience and I am not against it just don't know much about it 

We monitor animal health and welfare by daily checks on the farm 

I do not have a written plan but check my sheep on a daily basis. 

I am concerned about health and welfare but I do not have a written plan 

We will move to a health plan following the introduction of cows to our farm (previously we were sheep only and the flock 
size did not warrant a health plan) 

All animals on land are the responsibility of a third party 

I only have a few cattle. 

I aim to mininimise use of wormers, fly-sprays etc and only use on an as required basis. 

there is not enough vets available  

Not appropriate to scale of eteprise 

its on the to do list 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who is responsible for all animal health and welfare. 

Haven't got around to doing it  

We have no livestock 

We are an arable farm 

Why should we need to subsidise a vet or consultant to farm. A good stocksman or farmer won't need this extra paperwork.  
A good set of accounts will show a good farmer 

Use a vet when required. 

I work closely with Veterinary Practice 

We drench our sheep with wormer/trace element supplement and they have mineral buckets all year round.  We tend to 
them immediately if any assistance is needed.  Because we have less than 40 sheep, it is fairly easy to monitor them 
visually each day and pick up any problems. 

I deal with issues as they arise  

I do not have one in place yet as I have only just purchased livestock. This will be put in place in due course 

No animals 
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 Question 55 - What actions do you carry out but have not documented? 
 

 
Figure 25. Question 55 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 25. Question 55 Other responses 

Other responses 

At the moment I have no livestock  

no livestock 

I do keep medical records for all livestock. 

Occasionally really means as required as opposed to routinely. 

Don't own livestock.  

Have no livestock 

We do keep a record of all medication, treat for parasites etc but I cannot get back to the previous page to allow me to answer correctly  

N/A  (AD only) 

None of the above apply as I keep no livestock. 

no livestock on farm 

No Livestock
12

(39%)

Does Keep medical 
records for livestock

2
(6%)

Livestock managed by third party
3

(10%)

Blood Sampling
1

(3%)

Not Applicable
13

(42%)

What actions do you carry out but have not documented?

No Livestock

Does Keep medical
records for livestock

Livestock managed
by third party

Blood Sampling

Not Applicable 12

2

3

1

13

0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14

No Livestock

Does Keep medical records for livestock

Livestock managed by third party

Blood Sampling

Not Applicable

What actions do you carry out but have not documented?
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No Livestock 

no stock 

No livestock 

Practice high level animal husbandry!  

My enterprise is very small scale. Inorganic fertiliser never used. Sheep used for pasture management not production. Birds not confined 
to any area. Totally free range 

This applies to both my sheep and my bees. (Bees should be included in livestock portfolio lists). 

No livestock of our own 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

Some of these are more applicable/relevant to dairy, we have no cattle 

Question not very clear. Do not have an issue with lameness or mastitis so only treat the few animals that develop a problem. Aside 
from hoof trimming. Have recently rejoined the EAE scheme. 

We have no permanent livestock 

We used to give trace element boluses but this was stopped after blood sampling the stock 

We do not keep livestock 

All animals on land are the responsibility of a third party. They carry out all animal welfare  

N/A 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who is responsible for all animal health and welfare. 

No longer have livestock, but answers above relate to past practice 

This is irrelevant, we are an arable farm 

Have only just got livestock 

NB - as per wording of question, these are actions which I may carry out and document, hence I am answering "No". 

No animals 
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 Question 59 - Why did you create the plan? 
 

 
Figure 26. Question 59 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 26. Question 59 Other responses 

Other responses 

Safety 

respond to changing requirements 

for ease of calving 

For temperament / ease of handling 

improved quality for sale of breeding stock 

Our plan is simple, we put the bull out, tp out. However, we don't leave an older, unless fit, or ill cow or ewe with the rest of the herd/flock. 
It's all common sense, stockman's eye and care for the stock. It's all common sense, stockman's eye and care for the stock.  

To improve food conversion efficiency and reduce age to slaughter 

It is very easy to breed crappy anuimals. It is much mre difficult to produce what the market requires and to do so economically.  

Saftey
1

(4%)

Required
4

(18%)

Livestock 
Management

13
(59%)

Reduce Labour
1

(5%)

Produce 
Management

1
(5%)

Not Applicable
2

(9%)

Why did you create the plan?

Saftey

Required

Livestock Management

Reduce Labour

Produce Management

Not Applicable

1

4

13

1

1

2
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Safety

Required

Livestock Management

Reduce Labour

Produce Management

Not Applicable

Why did you create the plan?
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To breed as good calves as possible with as few problems as possible,  we have reduced numbers over past few years as we have 
gotten older  

Starter flock economic not flashy, plan to breed in hardiness/good health/feet, efficiency and prolificacy with shape. Breeding plan review 
every day as I go round them! Has to suit system, resources, labour and location. 

If a plan needs written down then I do not have one. However we constantly think about how to improve our livestock genetics and use 
birth/conception etc records to aid in decision making. 

Part of health plan I believe. 

Rearing queens and creating new hives through colony splits/integrations have particularly actions - we need to keep a record of age 
of queens, and where they have come from and where they are placed. 

To keep a broad gene pool in the pedigree herd. 

To plan who breeds with whom in the following year bearing in mind how that will affect future breeding plans using own stock in closed 
high health situation. 

We are pedigree breeders and sellers of Salers cattle and this is a major part of the business 

Reduce labour requirements 

Milk quality 

to get rid of bad traits and improve handling.  

Answer relates to past practice when we bred cattle 

to prevent in breeding 

I like knowing how my animals are performing and how we benchmark against other similar sized operations  
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 Question 60 - What actions do you carry out? 
 

 
Figure 27. Question 60 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 27. Question 60 Other responses 

Other responses 

Choosing suitability of which cows go to which type of bull or breed of bull. So size, previous calving history, general health and maternal 
instincts all considered 

No cattle on farm 

Fleece requirements 

I do not have cattle! 

Most of the above do not apply to my sheep breeding. 

I only have chickens and a few peacocks. And male goats 

Use carcase genomics to improve carcase performance 

Don’t breed cattle, have answered for sheep 

Comment - I don't keep cows due to having to buy in all winter forage. 

Livestock 
Management

6
(32%)

Calving 
Management

2
(10%)

Not Applicable
11

(58%)

What actions do you carry out?

Livestock Management

Calving Management

Not Applicable

6

2

11
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Livestock Management

Calving Management

Not Applicable

What actions do you carry out?
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No cattle on croft 

survability 

Three unanswered parameters are outcomes rather than actions! We have always calved at 2 years old. The suckler only has to miss 
3 or 4 oestrus cycles in her entire breeding life to be outwith the calving period and hence culled!  

calving interval is always 365days & no second chances 

Salers are a specialist beef female (suckler cow) breed so we also monitor leg and foot/hoof structure, milk production and udder 
correctness, polling, jaw and muzzle correctness and temperament. In addition we conformation score animals. 

Do Not have cattle 

We sold our ewe flock last year and now raise gimmers; my answers to the breeding question refer to what we did with the ewe flock 

Many of the options provided depend on what the baseline is with the animal /herd.  It is not necessarily good to continuously increase 
growth rate (health implications), or to continuously reduce age at first calving, some EBVs are of more interest to us than others, and 
also being a new herd, some of these options will become more or less important to us as we move forward and gain experience. 

Answers relate to past practice 

We don't pelvic measure, we pelvic score instead. I'm told this is a far more accurate way or telling if pelvic area is good as they see the 
whole pelvis on the scanner. Measuring them only take the top/bottom and both sides, not what is in between that as a pelvis area is 
never perfectly round. We had a heifer that had a lump on the pelvis area and would of been a guaranteed caesar however by scoring 
them it was seen on the scanner and we did breed from her, this wouldn't of been picked up on if the heifer was measured.  I also do 
alot of AI'ing myself with maybe 30-40% of the herd being AI'd, reducing the need for bulls and being able to pick and choose a bull to 
suit each cow for a better calf to the desired market. 
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 Question 61 - If you do not have a breeding plan, why not? 
 

 
Figure 28. Question 61 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 28. Question 61 Other responses 

Other responses 

we are small and I have to work a second job to subsidise the croft. The government simply dose not care about small farms and 
normally all the schemes and grants are aimed at large scale. how can I afford a breeding plan when i have to work a second job to 
keep afloat!! 

included in health plan 

At the moment I have no livestock  

just never done one 

I have years of experience and knowledge which I use to do this. 

No breeding stock. I purchase ewe lambs from a regular breeder of known health and breed characteristics. 

Breeding plan is not documented but have a clear vision what i am hoping the business to achieve with our breeding stock. 

NEVER THOUGHT ABOUT IT 

Not A Priority
10

(15%)

Lack of Knowledge
5

(7%)

Lack of 
Equipment/Experience

5
(7%)

Too Difficult
2

(3%)Self-Assessed
14

(21%)

Alternatively 
Managed

9
(13%)

Thrid Party
2

(3%)

Not Applicable
21

(31%)

If you do not have a breeding plan, why not?
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Too Difficult
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Alternatively Managed
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Not Applicable

If you do not have a breeding plan, why not?
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Again don’t have livestock so not relevant  

Day to day observations and plan made accordingly 

no breeding animals on farm. 

I have a registered pedigree herd which is closely monitored  

No livestock 

I keep no livestock. 

not got round to it 

no livestock 

NO BREEDING STOCK 

would like to move to this with more experience 

Purchase store cattle only - No Breeding cattle  All breeding ewes are purchased as Gimmers 

This is done by eye and experience from the contractor 

No livestock 

We hire in our tups from our contractor who provides our labour. I take advice from him as to which tups to select. 

Only buy good bulls and produce calves that I  sell to the same buyer year on year 

We have a hefted hill system with a closed flock to reduce disease. We have a strict culling policy for animals that are not thriving or 
productive on our system. Tups are chosen carefully but no strict breeding plan. 

The livestock we use for conservation grazing are owned by a neighbourghing crofter. 

We are relatively new to farming with no previous experience, farm is small and very little profit in what we do, so we monitor everything 
we do and change as appropriate, but don't use schemes due to cost involved. 

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

Recorded but not in a breeding plan as such. 

not considered 

No weighing scales   

Lamb outdoors mostly so very difficult to record much.  Cattle are sold according to issues around fertility, lameness etc 

Still new to sheep so run a mixed flock for experience 

Small farm with sheep.  We buy in a new tup every couple of years, informally monitor his performance 

non breeding herd 

always trying to improve but no writtenplan  

Plan but not formal 

Carry out some of these but identified additional areas that may also improve things further.  

Always looking at best choice of livestock for croft/markets 

Never thought about it but might do 
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I don’t know what it is.  

Rare Breed sheep. I breed a limited number of ewes each year. 

Not breeding at present as the price for lamb is not high enough to justify the costs 

talk about it.  Our main priorities is temperament of our cows so we buy hereford cross heifers.   i.e. we put health and welfare first 

Just buy store cattle 

Something that I will be documenting in the future now my flock is of a size. 

Old shepherd not easy to persuade to learn new tricks 

I only carry young stock for our partner farm. 

Do not know what a breeding plan is 

Have no breeding stock 

Cattle enterprise is finishing only.  Sheep enterprise is still in the expansion stage using own stock.  No outside sales of breeding stock. 

Really don’t see the the benefit of writing it all down just a wasted couple of hours in the office when you could be doing something 
useful. 

Sheep grazer/not a breeding flock 

Not appropriateto scale of enterprise 

The ground and sheds are rented out and it is the tenant who is responsible for their own breeding plan. 

Don't know what it is  

Didn't collect enough data to previously complete this however are moving towards specifically choosing livestock to breed for 
replacements or as terminal sires 

We had a plan at first but are no longer breeding.  

We are an arable farm 

Dont know what it is 

Carry out visually and based on consumer and market demand 

We don't have a "breeding plan" as such, because we have a small number of ewes, we can recognise which are better lambers/produce 
good lambs/have good mothering instincts etc. so we tend to keep these ewes and their ewe lambs.  Similary, we know which ewes 
produce good tup lambs, and although we don't keep them as tups ourselves, we generally know which ones are going to make more 
at the Mart.  Any ewes which require repeated assistance at lambing or are not good mothers we would sell on. 

no breeding cattle just feeding cattle 

Have not yet considered this 

Do not know much about it 

dont know what to look at 

Only on my second year of owning livestock, so still trying to find my feet 

Breeding quality is improved by selecting high quality breeding stock but on an informal basis without documentation  
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No animals 
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 Question 62 - What actions do you carry out but have not documented? 
 

 
Figure 29. Question 62 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 29. Question 62 Other responses 

Other responses 

chanigng breed to allow for lower inputs and longer finsihing time with better animla welfare and more natural life 

no livestock 

I breed replacement stock using information from my medical records particularly looking at animals with a poor history of foot problems 
and avoid using their offspring as replacements. 

Minimal livestock at present 

We have occasionally had heifers calving at less than three years, but the extra bought-in feed required to do this regularly is 
unsustainable and very time-consuming for small numbers. 

A non breeding  livestock enterprise. Most questions not applicable. 

Don't own any livestock. 

Have no livestock 

Livestock Change
3

(7%)

Livestock 
Management

2
(5%)

Third Party
2

(5%)

Not Applicable
34

(83%)

What actions do you carry out but have not documented?

Livestock Change

Livestock Management

Third Party

Not Applicable
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NO BREEDING STOCK 

Cattle answers refer to when we had suckler cows. 

No cattle 

N/A  

None of the above apply as I keep no livestock.  

no livestock on farm 

No Livestock 

Do not have cows 

no stock 

No livestock 

My sheep are kept for their wool which I use in my craft business, they are not kept for the food chain.  

Our land is farmed under a contract, all such measures are completed by a competent third party 

Many of these are recorded in various documents as required for buyer, carbon audit and in farm accounting package. 

do not breed cattle 

some of these are dairy/cattle only so not applicable column would be helpful 

Don't have cows so a number of these do not apply. Need a N/A column. Breed for calmness of sheep and ease of lambing, maternal 
instinct and size of ewe lambs. 

WE have no livestock 

not relevant to my buisness 

NB We have only just started a small herd of cattle used primarily for wildlife and biodiversity management so cannot answer those last 
4 questions accurately 

Most of this is not relevant to my business 

Small number of cattle thus limited options 

Not applicable to business 

egg production numbers, egg quality, bird weights 

All animals are looked after by third party. 

N/A 

No cattle on the farm! 

This is about cattle  much is not relevant to sheep 

Sheep only bred - see answer to previous question. 

no breeding cattle on farm 

Don’t have cattle 

This is irrelevant, we are an arable farm 
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We produce our own poultry but occasionally buy in fertile eggs or chicks to maintain genetic diversity and ensure we do not overbreed. 

No animals 
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 Question 64 - Why did you undertake a biodiversity audit? 
 

 
Figure 30. Question 64 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 30. Question 64 Other responses 

Other responses 

Monitor changes 

When initially took over farm  

Requirements for Agri-environment schemes 15 to 20 years ago.  I endeavoured to get onto the schemes five years running, failed and 
gave up applying. Upland grassland farms seemingly struggled to generate enough points. 

to personally understand the biodiversity on our land 

Deer Managment 

Requirement for SQC 

personal interest 

Like to monitor wild flower growth, butterfly and bee population on an informal basis. 

LEAF 

Monitoring
8

(18%)

Good Practice
16

(36%)Conservation 
2

(5%)

Required
18

(41%)

Why did you undertake a biodiversity audit?

Monitoring

Good Practice

Conservation

Required
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Requirement of SQC membership 

Out of interest for myself. I have a great interest in the wildlife on my farm and do what I can to improve habitat for existing mammal, 
reptile avain species and create habitat to encourage greater diversity. 

Species specific work is being done on the farm.  

It was done about 20 years ago through FWAG 

planning requirement for turbine  

To monitor browsing effects and effects of afforestation on biodiversity 

I am a consevationist, monitor biodiversity continuously 

Because I wanted to 

for organic certification (no longer have organic status) 

Some of my land is a SSI 

farm assurance requirement 

I run a small shoot on this farm. I run it not kill thing but to increasde the overall numbers and types of food chains on the farm. A shoot 
achieves this because: it gives a good incentive to maintain the woodlands,copses and rough corners; provide food over the hungry 
gap from October tyo Maarch; not to try and farm every SqM;  control excessive predation in animals; in short to provide the 3 legs of 
the fundamental stool; (1) Food and Water ESpecially in the hungry gap months (2) suitable places in which to live, (3) freedom from 
excessive exploitation. That is to say freedom from exceesive predation if you are an animal; Freedom from overexploitation if you're a 
plant etc. Do you want a whole essay? 

part of Sqc assessment 

As part of a landscape scale habitat project in collaboration with neighbouring farmers and Wildlife Estates Scotland 

Biodiversity is a keystone for my land management practice. Although we have a small area of land there is a great diversity of habitats 
within it and my aim is to improve habitats that require improving to increase biodiversity and to maintain habitats that must be maintained 
to ensure continued range on species within them.   

To understand how our actions impact biodiversity and farm profitability 

To protect and conserve those flora and fauna living on the land. 

SSSI land in constantly monitored by independant bodies 

To provide baseline information to build on. To demonstrate and promote the importance of maintaining open grazed habitats. 

renewable energy project.  

Monitor bird species and plant varieties 

Leaf Marque 

Needed for a scheme I considered entering 

Nature Scot pilot scheme  
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Birdlife only = we were members of an RSPB funded scheme 2009 to 2012 (EU funded volunteer farmer alliance) = annual survey 
resuts were produced 

Rare Butterfly audit about ten years ago. 

requirement to apply for agri environment scheme 

Personal interest. 

FWAG did an audit 

For ongoing Wildlife Estates Accreditation 

Focus was on supporting specific species 

Because I have an inherent interest in a balanced farm, full of wildlife, which brings other opportunities and enjoyment. We have planted 
in excess of 200ha of trees, fenced out areas for wildlife; and we try and managing overwhelming numbers of hill walkers, who have 
little or no interest in wildlife and conservation and have little idea of the adverse impacts they leave behind to biodiversity and wild 
animal & ground nesting bird breeding.  

To have a baseline for the business 

Planning permission for wind turbine  

requirement of assurance scheme sqc 

I am a conservationist "at heart". Breeding Bird Survey - for 20 years. Interested in Botany.  

to see if it was possible to plant trees 

SQC 

Part of Scotfwag "Birds & Bees" project.  Also interested to see what is around the croft and to ensure sufficient habitat to meet needs 
of species present. 

interested in developing leisure activities as a future diversification such as wildlife walks, bird watching, forest environments etc  

RSPB survey of birds especially corn buntings as these nest here.  Evaluate possibility of agri-environment grants.  Bumblebee and 
bird survey for national records.  Slug survey for local records. 

Personal interest 

We have been in an environmental scheme for over 20 years and can see the benefits.  Livestock grazing at suitable rates vastly 
improved the habitats and biodiversity on the farm 

Monitor farm for a PHD student 's research into black loss. 

Stipulation of audit. 

I want to know what I can do better to support the biodiversity on my croft  

Personal interest 
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 Question 65 - If you have not carried out a biodiversity audit, why not? 
 

 
Figure 31. Question 65 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 31. Question 65 Other responses 

Other responses 

I already take note of the species on my patch and the changes.  I am very small scale so already work fairly well in harmony with my 
local wildlife.  

IVE DONE IT BUT NEVER RECORDED IT 

we have diversified our croft biodiversity with many practical interventions.  Never felt the nnod to 'audit' it 

I know this informally without having to do it formally.  

In the West Highlands, biodiversity is not an issue. Productive land is. 

I’ve not done it yet,as it’s a new farm to our business. 

Have been looking at peat  

Have done one 

not applicable 

Already Managed
48

(41%)

Not Priority
7

(6%)

Lack of Belief
7

(6%)

Planned in Future
20

(17%)

Require Help/ 
Funding/ 

Information
11

(9%)

Self-Assessed
19

(16%)

Third Party
1

(1%)

Not Applicable
4

(4%)

If you have not carried out a biodiversity audit, why not?

Already Managed
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Lack of Belief
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Self-Assessed

Third Party

Not Applicable
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Not sure what value it would deliver, either environmentally or financially. 

I have a huge amount of land.  I do notice changes in biodiversity as I am constantly walking through my land - butterflies and bees. 

We would very much like to do a Biodiversity survey. 

Our land is kept very naturally...  So have never seen a need to prove this is the case?  

Have a good idea of what is  here though not documented. 

I am a hill farmer with predominantly rough grazing high peat content land. I have approximately 80 ha of sssi. We produce store cattle 
and sheep and farm sympathetically with the land  

I think I do a pretty good job myself and being fully organic helps me achieve this. 

For twenty years we have been penalized by the CAP for having too much biodiversity on this farm.  For nearly forty years it has been 
our policy to try to maximize farm output while minimizing impact on wildlife. I hate to think how many thousand pounds would be 
required to achieve a meaningful audit - probably about a whole year's turnover. 

Pointless until the explosion in the corvid population is addressed at national level 

This has not yet been relevant to our business, however I can see that in future it may be of benefit, but would want to see a financial 
return for this, or access to support.  Also i think it is important that there is a standardised system, particulary if support is going to be 
based on this. 

My aim in planting trees was to encourage a more diverse bird population 

It`s the countryside. 

Haven't got around to it recently 

visual monitoring, to ensure no detrimental change to the environment for both plant and bird species.  Bird flu outwith our control. 

We grew carrots years ago and we’re required to do one then.  We regularly monitor bird life on the farm. 

As long as all the creatures and plants are doing their thing there is no need to disturb them. All year round there are lovely flowers, 
birds, insects, new growth, seeds, fruits - leave them be.  

We have carried out informal audits, would love to do an official one. 

Huge poulation of badgers in the area have wiped out most ground nesting birds  like oyster catchers  or pheasants .No hedgehogs 
either or wild bee nests which have all been eaten by badgers. My opinion is that tame pheasants  which do not roost in trees but mostly 
on the ground. They are put down in their thousands by shoots allowing  bigger populations to be  sustained over winter than would 
otherwise survive 

1 Finding time to research this and many other matters.  Need a one stop shop for guidance on these matters.  Suggest consider 
developing a farm advisory team consisting farmer/crofter, vet, nutritionist, breeding adviser, agronomist, environmental and biodiversity 
advisers, accountant etc as a new way forward.  2 trying to work out where the money to fund these avenues will come from is currently 
impossible. 

Need to understand the real meaning of this as we consider ourselves as being diverse. 

Why does this question require an answer when I have said I HAVE audited biodiversity ? 
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It is something I intend to do in the very near future 

We have a range of birds and wild life which our farming enterprise does not hinder, and is managed to minimise affects. 

Time and money to do it 

We are already over burdened with bureaucracy so don't choose to add more 

Will no doubt happen in due course.  Too much going on trying to monitor and assess effects of adopting Regenerative Ag methods 

Probably do as a lot of this day to day 

A group were very interested in conducting a survey on our field but Covid got in the way. They have since disbanded. 

I'm guessing it would take ages and, again, this seems to be an unregulated area of "expertise". Lots of con artists out there you know 

I am aware of the biodiversity of the farm and carry own my own measures to try and improve the biodiversity of the farm 

Too busy trying to run three businesses already. We did one, probably 15 years ago but the 'expert' who did it produced a report merely 
trying to tick as many boxes as possible on the SGRPID checklist with a view to achieving grant. 

I have started one myself but not completed and not independent 

we would like to get benchmarking done shortly 

Intend to do after carbon audit. 

Do not believe I have witnessed biodiversity loss over my 50 years in farming on the west coast. 

Time 

We are organic. Although not a substitute, it helps biodiversity.  

We have literally farmed this land for over 50 yrs, we know every nook and cranny of it.  We encourage biodiversity in everything we 
do.  

We are designated SSSI, SAC and SAC so we let SNH do the monitoring 

We’re going to do a carbon audit  

Know what species are present on my land  

James Hutton who are neighbours do this on my land 

I manage my pasture for diversity, using rotational grazing and leaving grass long. I assess its diversity myself continuosly 

Stirling University have completed a review for research they are doing, but don't know if this matches all requirements and what output 
I will get from this 

We have a keen interest in fostering biodiversity on this small farm.  We monitor floor and fauna out of personal interest and would 
welcome a discussion on progress to date 

Ability to wildlife on holding 

I have been on my ground for 40 years and know pretty well what I have got on it 

We do make observations ourselves year on year. 

Have a lot of birds and wild animals on the farm. i see no point counting them 

Time - I have a full time job as well as the crofting 
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I observe the natural flora and fauna on my unit and do what i think is necessary to provide favourable conditions for the same 

about to do one with milk buyer 

Rely on environmental schemes to improve/maintain/monitor biodiversity 

Too busy planting tree and hedges 

I previously worked as farm conservation adviser so everything we do takes account of biodiversity, we simply haven't written it down 
as a formal audit or plan 

I rent the land in 

had one carried out some time ago.  

We constantly monitor the wildlife and most of the work we do is to try and ensure the most favourable conditions exist. The aim is to 
leave things better than we found. 

Currently part of NatureScots pobas pilot for crofts so looking at plant biodiversity.  Would like to do a full audit   

We produce honey - therefore spray nothing and apply nothing to the land - our native sward with its high flower mix tells us were doing 
well 

i have one as part of SQC  

I have been in a number of schemes and currently am improving habitat for marsh fritillary butterfly 

Never heard of it before.  

Never heard of it 

We have done a biodiversity audit for our forestry. This is being updated.  The scale of the diversity is huge on our holding , it is a quite 
daunting task to do well. 

Land area too small 

Mainly improved grassland and fields all required for lambing time so not a good fit with AECS options. 

have done one 

I have been involved in the Species Rich Grassland scheme 

I ALREADY KNOW WHAT IS ON MY LAND AND I'M BUGGERED IF I'M SHARING THAT INFORMATION WITH SOME ORGANIC 
WHOLEMEAL EATING TREE HUGGER. 

We have used the FAS specialist advice funding in the past and will do so again. It is limited to 2 plans and we feel that advice on 
improving farming operations will be more beneficial to us than assessing biodiversity (we know how biodiverse the farm is). we are 
unlikely to be undertaking biodiversity audit unless it is funded or mandated.  

Time constraints. 

i am well aware of wild life & plants, and have a wide diversity of habitats on the farm, but there is no reason to do a formal audit 

We have undertake an ecological study on parts relating to building development - we do plan to undertake further work in relation to 
planting hedges / agro-forestry 

Never considered this as a requirement. I am always watching the bird life, what's breeding and where to avoid disturbance.   
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I have experienced increased numbers of species and and increased numbers of birds and mammals on our farm over the last 20 years 

We have been awarded a specialist report however are waiting on FAS coming back with a suitable advisor 

I observe my farm every day and have a pretty good handle on it's natural flora and fauna. No need for a 'consultant' to charge to tell 
me. 

Audit carried out as per previous question. 

I have carried it out  

We manage our land to improve biodiversity, with low input, extensive farming, fencing off wetland and  rock piles, tree planting. One of 
us is an ecologist  and both have a long experince of wildife recording and management of land for biodiversity. We constantly examine 
whats growing and note what species are varying /increasing/decreasing  year to year. 

Naturally diverse habitat not intensively farmed 

Would be interesting to do one or find out about it, however depends on the practicality and if open to the findings after and the price.  

WOULD LIKE TO BUT TOO MANY OTHER DEMANDS ON TIME/BUDGET 

We have an amazing amount of wildlife. Low input extensive crofting 

As an organic farm we have significant biodiversity and being in an area of outstanding natural beauty, flora and fauna are constantly 
monitored by Nature Scotland.  Without restrictions on the culling of top predators and deer the diversity would almost certainly be 
greater.   

I have 

All the actions we've undertaken here, have been for biodiversity, folloing an SRDP grant to 'restore lost biodiversity'. I dont need to 
measure it. 

We have done small biodiversity audits in the past - too long ago to be relevant. 

I believe I have a balance of biodiversity 

I would like to see more value attributed to the natural capital that is currently within extensive farming regimes. 

Have one  

I am in the process of getting one carried out by an advisor, however because I do not see any monetary reward I have in the past 
subjectively monitored biodiversity on the farm, after all I am out on the land here 365 days a year, an audit professionally carried out 
would be just a 'snapshot' in time  

There is so much bird life in Orkney that the only way to improve it would be to control predators. 

I dont have the time or the money to do it. 

enquired about it just before lock down and it has got delayed and delayed . . . . . 

We plan to do this next.  Unsure of the complexity and level of skill required.  Do we need an ecologist (cost) to provide a meaningful 
assessment or at a more basic level can I do it myself?  Waiting to hear answers to these questions and whether funding will be available 
- the more skill and expertise goes into the audit, the more useful its conclusions will be. 

Have done. 
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I have done a biodiversity audit, as answered in #38 and  #39. I don't understand why i now have to provide reasons why i HAVEN'T 
done one. Unless of course, this question is designed to skew my answer towards a desired outcome. 

Part of our land has been audited but not all 

Intend to but haven’t done so yet  

biodiversity audit was carried out by dept of agriculture some time ago 

Delayed due to Covid but intend to complete this audit in next 12-24 months 

see no benefit as no grant funding or any use for it yet 

We actively monitor biodiversity and are well aware of the species on the croft. However this is not recorded or in the form of an audit. 

Just not got round to it yet 

I pretty well do it anyway but I’ll unwritten 

Plan to do this soon but haven’t had time yet. The farm here is already highly diverse and wildlife friendly management is a major priority 
so we intend to undertake a highly detailed biodiversity audit when we have found appropriate expert advice and applied for funding.  

Not got round to doing one 
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 Question 66 - What would encourage you to undertake a biodiversity audit? 
 

 
Figure 32. Question 66 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 32. Question 66 Other responses 

Other responses 

I already take note of what is around my patch in the the way of flora and fauna and its changes. Don't need to do another audit 

Unnecessary, drain on time and resources. 

payments for creating better biodiversity, rather than area based payments  area based payments have PUNISHED us for creating 
biodivesity areas 

Someone to do it on my behalf.   A simple commonsense procedure that is not a bureaucratic excercise.  

More information to understand the benefits to undertake an audit 

if there were clear benefits  

Have done one 

Proven linkage between (presumably) the given policy objective and what occurs on the ground.  That I've not done a biodiversity audit 
must not be taken to mean I either disapprove or actively operate against biodoversity.  Quite the contrary.  

Nothing
14

(14%)

Funding Packages
5

(5%)

Further Information
18

(18%)

Evidence of Benefits
21

(21%)

Planned in future
1

(1%)

Time
5

(5%)

Third Party
11

(11%)

Not Applicable
25

(25%)

What would encourage you to undertake a biodiversity audit?

Nothing

Funding Packages

Further Information

Evidence of Benefits

Planned in future

Time

Third Party

Not Applicable
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Understanding what benefit it would deliver 

A clear reasoned argument backed up with statistically proven data that it would actually help either the environment or my farming 
business. 

If members of the public undertake one for there gardens as well !!!  

A recognition of our commitment to maintaining biodiversity 

Being made aware of how to have one undertaken, and it being recommended 

Knowledge how to put it into practice without high financial costs. 

For well over ten years counts of Greenland White-fronted geese have  been provided for the group that monitors them; for four years 
we have been moth-trapping and recorded over 100 species, although quantities of each vary considerably each year.  We have observed 
fungi and Orchids, both of which come and go, often depending on whether land is over- or under-grazed.  If we were instructed to 
increase habitat for certain species, we might need to be given a list of the species that are to be reduced to make way for them.  

A meaningful dialogue with conversation bodies to control predation, in particular affecting breeding waders on farmland. 

A clear understanding of what should be recorded and Why. Also need to understand that there are many factors that affect biodiversity 
not all under the control of the farmer! (Weather/disease) Do not want to be judged against a baseline for biodiversity when i may not be 
able to control the impacts on it! 

DONT KNOW 

A return for having done it, or the prospect of funding for either what it shows is already present, or improvements made, not just funding 
to do it for the sake of doing it. 

to know more about it and whether relevant on a small farm 

A valid reason to justify doing it. 

I will just let all the flora and fauna continue to do what they do year in year out. They do a fine job without any sort of audit.  

Biodiversity round here would benefit  from a limited cull of badgers. We had one sett at the edge of the farm in the 1960s and we now 
have 10 setts witin one mile of the farm now. See numbers of setts that would destroyed by new A96 from Hardmuir to Inverness 220 
setts SNH asked what would be result of their loss on population. Answer negligable 

More knowledge of what it involves  

if there was a benifit 

Why does this question require an answer when I have said I HAVE audited biodiversity ? 

An understanding of how this will support my economic sustainability  

To find out the benefits to my business financially and physical  

I  do not need it 

Doubt benefits of recording  

If someone could come and do it. 

If it could be proven to have clear benefit for biodiversity on my holdings  
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Not sure.   

Will no doubt get around to it in due course 

Other than to tick a box don't see value. I can see what wildlife we have on farm without filling out a form... 

Better regulation of what this is about 

Not relevant to my business 

Trustworthy competent specialist 

Time! 

Product buyer requirement 

Clear evidence of biodiversity loss on west coast livestock farms. I have not seen and do not believe there has been any loss of biodiversity 
on well run mixed farms. I have farmed for 50 years 

Far more emphasis put on the importance of protecting our local / natural flora and fauna. 

Do not see the relevance with such a small land parcel  

None, we do all we can 

see above 

no the land is only suitable for farming 

Understanding what this entails, and benefits from doing this. I have 30 years experience in Oil and Gas Industry, there was a lot of cost 
waste in this industry doing trials, research etc with no real end giant doing this, I would not undertake for my business unless there is a 
benefit 

Being convinced it was worthwhile for a small scale extensive mixed stock farm (clue: it isn't, we have massive biodiversity already with 
more species than time to count them) 

A sound reason. The many wild species that freely cohabit the land we manage do so freely with no limit of location codes or boundary’s 
on maps. Individual businesses claiming them as there own for either financial reward or marketing advantage is a flawed concept. 

I am afraid I do not even know what a basic biodiversity audit is 

A/A 

If it isn't time consuming 

nothing i do not need any encouragement to preserveand assist what is natural on my farm 

Be given a good reason to do a basic audit  

Nothing 

A good reason to do it, holding is full of biodiversity have spend years encouraging wildlife, wild flowers and planting trees and hedges 
and managing woodland 

landlord can do it 

More understanding of what's required 
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I have one as part of SQC  

A reason to do it 

personal help 

N/a 

Not having a mad deadline in Spring to clash with everything else. 

LOTS AND LOTS OF MONEY. GOOD FARM PROFITS ARE THE SURE WAY TO ENSURE A DIVERSE ENVIRONMENT ALL THE 
REST OF THE 'SMIDDY PISH' IS A WASTE OF TIME AND EFFORT. 

Tools and templates required 

a good reason to do one 

my farm is already biodiverse 

Only breed sheep  

More time  

Dog owners would have to be restricted from the farm as birds and wildlife are scared off daily. 

Explanation of what it involves, how it benefits me and others, etc. 

Do the need for one  

FAS providing a suitable consultant 

I am comfortable my farm is supporting a wide range of plants, animals and insects. If you were to require the information recorded, just 
produce a simple 2 page template or tick list for everything you would expect to see. No need for training or technology here surely.  

Knowing who could come and do this for us  

Feedback from others who have done it. 

All  ready doing this! 

Simplicity 

I would have to work out how this would impact me as a grazing tenant, ie not landowner. 

If having found and can see the effects working on an area, the opportunity to carry on. Importance of burning degenerate Heather on 
low to medium elevation hills, to keep the heather healthy and useful.  

busy enough 

More information on it 

Information detailing what would be involved - not necessarily training in how to do it. 

Someone trained to come and carry it out. 

Have one 

The tenant may already have done such an audit as part of their larger business enterprise. 

In hand 
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someone else to do it as I dont have the time. 

The more basic the audit the more basic the results and impact will be.  However something is better than nothing and may get some 
thinking more about the biodiversity their holding has and how they impact on it, which could lead to some positive change.  Any 
management change will impact on biodiversity and it is crucial to know what's already there and how it will be impacted by change.  E.g. 
woodland and hedge planting has a negative impact on farmland waders but encouraged for other species connectivity and carbon 
sequestration 

Advice on why this may be of benefit 

More information  

A reason to do it. For improvement of land or business 

Understanding the practical benefits of undertaking succh a study 

Dont see the need as mother nature is good at looking after itself and it would involve more uneccessary money being spent to carry out 
survey 

If somebody pays me to do it, I will do it. I know there are skylarks nesting in field. Pigeons and small hedgerow birds in the trees and 
mice etc in the field margins. I don't require a nanny state to make me look after my environment! 

Show a financial benefit to our business of doing one, will we be paid a premium for our produce if we show a positive result? or will it be 
just another thing to do, a box to tick? Too often it appears to me that agriculture is expected to soak up the cost of bending to political 
and retail whims in order to provide a form of greenwashing. 

Nothing would encourage me. We should produce food.... 

need to see how it would benefit the business  

facebook page to assist in real time 

If it was deemed to be relevant - e.g. in order to provide an example that our crofting methods did increase biodiversity, etc. 

A website outlining the process and how to complete the process myself. Courses and qualifications so I could complete my own audit, 
and act for neighbouring farmers who are not as interested in wildlife as I am. I feel I know the land and understand the biodiversity 
present better than could be achieved by brief visit by professional auditor. Just need the training to complete the audit in the correct 
format.  
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 Question 68 - What are the reasons for undertaking additional steps to support the creation, enhancement or preservation of 
suitable habitats on your land? 
 

 
Figure 33. Question 68 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 33. Question 68 Other responses 

Other responses 

To maintain a diverse rural landscape whilst supporting the wildlife that has always been part of the historical farming practice 

Like to see a wide variety of species on the farm 

comply with cross compliance 

TBA 

for biological control of pests 

wider health of croft & surrounding land 

We have a lovely SSSI Juniper wood 

Muir Burning to stimulate growth of new grass and foraging areas on a hill area. 

Protection of natural habitats. 

Conservation
40

(25%)

Restoration
11

(7%)

Pest Control
1

(0%)
Cross Compliance

1
(1%)

Good Practice
102

(64%)

Required
4

(2%)

Not Applicable
1

(1%)

What are the reasons for undertaking additional steps to 
support the creation, enhancement or preservation of 

suitable habitats on your land?

Conservation

Restoration

Pest Control

Cross Compliance

Good Practice

Required

Not Applicable
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There are areas of land that are hard/difficult to crop. These areas help support biodiversity. 

It is important for me as a person who loves the land to maintain habitats. 

To increase the amount of native flora and fauna. 

It is Our preferred way to farm.  

I enjoy seeing the wildlife on the farm and beleive it is something that most farmers do subconsciously.  

I am trying to create an area of land that not only supports farm animals but supports wildlife and plant life so that all the animals and birds 
and plants can thirve and support each other. 

To try and eliminate the use of chemical pesticide use, and keep my farm tidy at the same time 

our guests in our diversification business enjoy the range of biodiversity around the farm 

personal interest 

Part of basic payment scheme 

In collaboration with River Dee Trust. 

Shelter belts.(Hedging) . Rush Management in sympathy with breeding wildlife . Grass cutting to favour nesting birds. 

For the benefit of the Estate in the long term.  Also wild bird covers for game birds. 

Managing water meadow to attract corncrake---managing permanent grassland to increase a species rich habitat,increasing clover 
content,raising levels of bee population,previously bee monitor farm 

My own interest 

To support national wildlife charity in their work  

PASSIONATE ABOUT THE WILDLIFE ON THE FARM 

we retain large shelter belts between all our fields which give shelter to our cattle but also create a good habitat for wildlife and birds 

Pride 

We have a pond on the farm (old reservoir), and we manage it for the benefit of wildlife. 

Correct thing to do. 

Because we enjoy having wildlife on the farm. 

To preserve and enhance what is there, a lot of it at my own cost where I had no alternative but to spend the money to protect the farm 
from flooding and took the opportunity to carry out biodiversity work.  Have enquired about assistance 

Appreciate the environment we live in by developing interesting areas of ground 

It is of interest to me. 

its good farming practice, as we are a hill farm, everything is about as natural as you can get 

To enhance my farm environment  

For my own satisfaction  

Because I want to  

I like to see the bird species on my ground and the bees 
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We run a farm shoot on the farm so any benefit for the gamebirds is a benifit to other wildlife. 

we like to see birds where they should be etc 

Personal interest 

As a trial to promote natural predators seeking to reduce herbicide and pesticide use. 

We practise regenerative agriculture using intensive strip grazing to improve biodiversity and hopefully sequester more carbon in the soil. 

Because I enjoy seeing wild life on the farm 

We like having flowers, hedges, trees, controlled wet areas etc.  

Planting of trees and hedges 

To improve land 

Personal belief of the need 

As a farmer/land owner i try and ensure the farm improves in biodiversity year on year 

Family interest and benefits to the wider estate for holiday lets attractiveness 

Created a pond for a fire water storage site but enjoying the benefits of it  

See previous answers 

good practice to encourage wildlife 

Landscape and amenity benefits 

No additional steps. Good mixed farming practise preserves all existing habitats 

For our own satisfaction 

To increase wild animals and birds on to our farm 

It's a moral duty as a farmer and custodian of the land  

We enjoy being surrounded by wildlife 

Money is not everything  

Because it is the right thing to do. 

Because i want to enhance biodiversity and provide more habitats for beneficial insects 

Good hedgerow management practice  

As a group of farmers (Pentland Land Managers Association) we wish to create a landscape scale habitat management plan for the 
Pentland Hills, we are doing so in collaboration with Wildlife Estates Scotland (WES) in the first WES wildlife cluster in Scotland. 

It is important for some land to be specifically focused on preservation of natural habitats and not profit. 

To look after the amazing landsacpe of the NE of Scotland 

like to promote wildlife habitats and preserve and enhance countryside 

As A designated site nature comes first 

To improve the resiliance of my land to weather extremes, to improve the welfare and nutrition of my livestock 

When we initially bought land, we did not intend to go into full farming. Some ground floods and I have created ponds to generate habitat 
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a piece of land that cant be farmed 

I like wildlife 

keep whin andfern coverage down.  

because I see myself as a steward of teh land and want to live in a pleasant part of it. 

personal interest/satisfaction 

This is my main area of interest in my land management practice.  

desire to improve the "environmental health of the farm" 

I am seeing that greater bioodiversity increases profitability of the farm 

Personal interest and previous agri-environment schemes 

Continue the historic practices on the land which aided species survival 

Supporting nature 

To demonstrate that extensively grazing livestock and biodiversity can co-exist in harmony with each other. To compensate for loss of 
habitat caused by forestry expansion.  

personal interest in environment on the farm 

Planting trees for small, wild birds 

for the look and well being of every one who lives on the farm and a future agritourist business 

To improve habitat for vulnerable bird species 

plantind new hedges/trees, double fencing thereby creation natural corridors 

I am learning how to use the land  

I like seeing the farm flourishing with lots of different animal and plant species - it's amazing  

personally want to improve wild life and farm as naturally as possible 

Trying to do our best to encourage good assorted herbage for the cattle to eat, and provides a good natural habitat for wildlife  

Rebuild biodiversity and resilience 

Fencing off the trees to allow them to grown without the specter of animals destroying them  

As part of regenerative farming, maintaining soil cover, reducing carbon footprint 

Leaf marque 

A desire to improve the land and encourage bird and insect life on the land 

We have formed wader scrapes and cleared some scrubland for nesting waders. We delay haymaking until we are sure the ground nesting 
birds have finished. The woodland areas are being de-branched to open up for both wildlife and plant life to flourish 

good land practise. soil health is king/queen and insects etc all required for a healthy productive natural land grazing system 

Ethically and morally it is the right thing to do.  

UNESCO Biosphere Certification - recognises our bat boxes and owl boxes as positives 

conservation and shooting 
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Personal choice  

Raised Peat bog, which is part of the holding and hence preserved. 

Self interest and satisfaction 

for livestock shelter and creation of buffer zone between MV accredited sheep and others 

Sheep farming is just is not viable anymore due to the cost of feed, transport and the low amount that markets pay for livestock. We are 
looking into alternative uses such as forestry, which would provide habitats for wildlife. 

To retain habitats for indigenous wild life  

We have been involved in several schemes to support River Dee Trust with improved riparian management. 

General interest 

For our pleasure 

Not Organic but keep as close to good practice as possible to encourage pollination, birds, amphibians and wildlife 

For Wildlife Estates Accreditation and moral obligation to my land, my children and the planet 

Personal pride: I have taken my croft from a run-down state when I bought it to a piece of land I am proud of and which a visitor has 
described as an oasis in an otherwise bleak landscape. 

To enhance the farm. 

Maintain crofting habitats 

Agri schemes help, but we would do it anyway. There is too much focus on reducing deer numbers without any supporting logic.  

We enjoy seeing the improvement of habitats & I like hedges/trees. 

basic belief & understanding of nature. 

to enhance the recreational use of the land for our selves and neighbours 

To follow government rules  

Like to provide area for wildlife 

Knowing I am hopefully not contributing to the decline in wildlife, but rather the reverse and providing safe and improving habitats. 

Areas of poor quality rough grazing/heathland should be left for bio diversity and give ourselves great pleasure in seeing what plants/wildlife 
will thrive 

i enjoy seeing increased biodiversity on our farm and surrounding countryside 

I hope to plant trees, but yet to get permissions 

It is a subject I am particularly interested in. 

To help maintain the red squirrels, curlews etc that we have. 

Support organic production of food 

To enrich my own environment and provide higher quality forage for my livestock by reversing the "improved grassland" from species 
deficient monoculture, to biodiverse species rich grazing and browsing pasture. 
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Self interest, to much land is farmed around us in a highly intesive manner, with mono cultures of rye grass and sillage as main crop, we 
are an exception, trying to regain what has been lost in last 60 years 

We want to see native species return in more significant numbers such as grey partridge, snipe, red squirrel, etc and want to do more 
hedge planting, cover margins, copse planting etc but this is too expensive for us to really progress rapidly without support 

With the increased cost of inputs and the small and somewhat awkward shape of my fields I feel it’s better to take less productive or 
awkward parts of fields into Ecological focus areas to support wildlife and not waste arable inputs for little return.  

Fence off wet parts of fields to improve animal health (fluke reduction). 

Feel it's important to protect the countryside 

RSPB Reserve 

i like to see the birds and bees on my land so try all i can to look after them 

I enjoy seeing the diversity of plant and animal life on my farm, and I want to encourage this. 

To encourage sustainability to benefit future generations. 

Increased biodiversity improves stock performance in general and improves the greater health of the land. 

Impove landscape/ biodivesity for our family, tourists, and the planet! 

I believe we are custodians of the land that we own and it is important to preserve this.  We work collaboratively with our tenant in creating 
and enhancing suitable habitats on our land. 

a strong understanding and belief that biodiversity in all corners of the farm are important to the resilience of the whole 

Promote soil health 

Personal interest  

SSSI , Ramsar 

Good for soil 

As it is nice for my family and holiday makers to see nature 

Better grazing  

Because, contrary to what is often thrown at the industry by vested interest political, charitable and activist groups, we want to make things 
better. 

created ponds and wild areas fenced off areas for wildlife not part of any schemes but have done it at our own cost   

For the benefit of the landscape / environment.  We have a responsibility to look after the environment we are working in. 

like to help nature along, think it is better  for the land, pollination, soil health  and production  

personal interest 

For my own benefit, it makes me happy to see a wide range of plants and wildlife on the Croft. We have great yellow bumblebees here, I 
am actively trying to support them.  

For our own enjoyment 
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For our own health - the primary aim of the land is to feed ourselves, and surplus to sell. We want to leave the land as healthy as possible 
for future crofters. 

Good practice and pride of the farm 

For personal interest and the benefit of the planet. To reduce climate change and boost species numbers on farm. To increase biodiversity 
of grassland which boosts natural parasite control and health in livestock - which is better for welfare and increases farming income. Also 
to maintain the natural heritage for future generations- we have species rich pasture land and woodland over most of farm, which is 
thousands of years old and never fertilised, or treated with herbicides. It is most important that this remnant of such land is not lost!  

Personal interest in developing techniques to improve biodiversity and understanding 
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 Question 70 - Do you undertake any of these actions? 
 

 
Figure 34. Question 70 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 34. Question 70 Other responses 

Other responses 

planted hedgerows  created ponds  strip mow meadows  put up owl boxes  leave crops to seed for over-winter bird feed  built tree nest 
sites (for raptors) 

Planted 1000 hedging plants 

monitor indicator species 

We also do silvopasture (cattle in woodlands), we've planted wildflower margins and lots of native hedgerows and leave lots of areas of 
long grass undisturbed. 

Most of our land is woodland grazing 

Wildlife is my main passion so they are looked after 

Watch webinars on regen farming practices 

Restoration
16

(42%)

Conservation
7

(18%)

Monitoring
5

(13%)

Woodland
1

(3%)

Online Learning
1

(3%)

Interested
2

(5%)

Good Practice
1

(3%)

Not Applicable
5

(13%)

Do you undertake any of these actions?

Restoration

Conservation

Monitoring

Woodland

Online Learning

Interested

Good Practice

Not Applicable
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By having a rotation with Swedes in it there is bare soil for Oyster Catchers to make nests  in spring but badgers nowadays raid the nests 
so we are now down to 1 pair instead of 10 pairs we had 10 years ago. We have registered Swift colony in farmhouse eaves with 8 
breeding pairs this summer screaming round house in evenings.With old buildings there are numerous sites for nesting of Sallows and 
House Martins but population this summer is down 50%.Will have to hope they breed well 

Habitat creation and management 

Plant and maintain not EFA wild bird areas for food and cover.  Manage woodland focussing on biodiversity and not just timber.  Use 
signs to restrict walkers with dogs from EFA margins where wild birds are located and nesting.  Manage the topping of EFA margins in 
relation to wild bird cover.  Count rare birds.  Winter and early spring feed wild birds. 

Stubbles are not left over winter as Regen methods encourage the continuous maintenance of living roots in the soil. 

we also plant 3 ha of wild bird cover. We have planted 1.5 km of hedges and are replacing farm land trees on a regular basis. 

See my previous answers.  Overwinrtered stubbles, in the age of the modern conbined harvesters and sprayers, are almost completely 
useless.  

We are not certified as organic but do not use any inorganic fertilisers or sprays of any kind.  Livestock drug use is also kept to an absolute 
minimum to protect the soil health.  Silage is cut late to protect the ground nesting birds. 

To clarify in these forms, when I say 'I have never done it' to 'reduce use of use of pesticides', it's because we do not use pesticides. Not 
because I have never reduced the use of pesticides. 

Annual biodiversity monitoring.  Conservation grazing. 

The agency which banned clover friendly herbicide 2,4 DB has made a mistake as there are no alternatives. If there are alternatives then 
Scot Gov should have publicized it or explain how to maintain a grass / clover sward. Why is this issue not in this survey ? 

Control of foxes and crows. Provide owl and other nesting boxes. Provide feed stations for birds. Maintain dry stone dykes. Tick prevention 
measures. Aerial bracken control. Regular shepherding to ensure even grazing of rough pasture. Avoid chemical fertilisers. Plant seed-
bearing trees as food source for birds. 

a small wet/peaty area is presently under consideration 

Don't cut our own hay any more, bring in forage 

Cutting and mowing to leave wildlife refuge areas when hay making.  Field margin establishment and management to create wildlife 
corridors.  Management of all ground, including woodland and that around steading, to support and favour biodiversity.   

Access to water - wallows etc recognised as high welfare aspect of our Park Deer system 

I plant a mixture of grass seed, wild (expensive!) flowers and Northern Forage Crop for birds on areas which have been laid bare for any 
reasons. 

To trust my own judgement. I have learnt from experience that not all official advice  or recommended measures are appropriate for the 
land I own.  

mob/ regenerative grazing  practiced to enhance soil carbon/ biology and to promote biodiversity on farm  
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The rules on peatland restoration are too onerous and need relaxed and should not be a tool of (political)coercion. Same applies to agri 
schemes and deer numbers. Structure of schemes need to be more encouraging, better funded and flexible.  

Try to reduce the use of products which will cause environmental damage for e.g. try to limit use of ivermectin wormers as they harm 
dung beetles. There is a balance to strike though - stock welfare versus environment versus finance versus time available. 

Being a tenant farmer, put barriers up to certain aspects for example planting woodland would be hard to do. Also, i would love to do 
more cover crops over winter then graze them with cattle/sheep before sowing them, which I believe would help soil, bio diversify and 
sequestration of carbon, however I am unable to fence the majority of my farm even at my own expense so this becomes harder.  

Graze areas as natural wild flower meadows. 

planted many meters of hedges 

planted hedges 

Consider implications on biodiversity in management decisions.  Seek to work with nature e.g. monitor faecal egg counts in order to avoid 
unnecessary worming, which is harmful to dung beetles and other helpful biodiversity  

Planting hedgerows, woodland management, less / later grass topping, allowing wild areas / habitats to develop. 

minimise hedge cutting  

I have created hedges  

To be clear, there aren’t biodiversity sessions locally, hardly any regionally 

Hedge planting, grazing management of species such grassland 

Wildflowers and their pollinators are always given highest priority in our farm planning. We find this approach also boosts livestock health 
and cuts vet and other livestock costs 
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 Question 71 - What are the reasons for not taking any additional steps to support the creation, enhancement or preservation of 
suitable habitats on your land? 
 

 
Figure 35. Question 71 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 35. Question 71 Other responses 

Other responses 

There are thousands of hectares all around me for biodiversity and wildlife habitats. 

Extensively managed unit with very varied habits should have probably answered yes to last question 

It could also be costly and possibly not only financially but as a 1 man unit where do I find all the time to do everything with so many pulls 
on my time. 

My arable  land is bordered by a very large amount of rough land which has great biodiversity 

We are under-stocked compared to other farms locally. There are many ground nesting birds, hares, partridge, song birds, small 
mammals, frogs, toads, newts and an abundance of wildflowers growing where they want to grow. We use little bag and only for 
hay/silage. We do not use herbicides/pesticides. We think the wildlife here is just as it should be, we neither help nor hinder it.  

hill farm no stubbles 

Not a Priority
6

(29%)

Not enough time
1

(5%)

Don’t manage 
wildlife 

2
(9%)

Lack of funding
1

(5%)

Believes not 
suitable

4
(19%)

Not Applicable
5

(24%)

Already Managed
2

(9%)

What are the reasons for not taking any additional steps to 
support the creation, enhancement or preservation of 

suitable habitats on your land?
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Not enough time

Don’t manage 
wildlife 
Lack of funding

Believes not
suitable

Not Applicable

Already Managed 6

1

2

1

4

5

2
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Not a Priority

Not enough time

Don’t manage wildlife 

Lack of funding

Believes not suitable

Not Applicable

Already Managed

What are the reasons for not taking any additional 
steps to support the creation, enhancement or 
preservation of suitable habitats on your land?
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l9 

I had intentions of applying for funding for hedgerow creation in the latest round of AECS but unfortunately it was not available in my 
location. 

Farm is all permanent grassland with some areas of tree plantation to create wildlife cover   

not sufficient land to carry this out 

Many things in nature are best left to their own devices 

Main focus is on spending money to make grassland more efficient as pH and phosphate run low even on previously organic unit. 
Universal issue for people taking on land that has been ranched and run out. 

I REFER TO MY PREVIOUS ANSWER I AM NOT PREPARED TO LISTEN TO ILL INFORMED TREE HUGGING LETTUCE MUNCHING 
TWATS TELLING ME WHAT'S GOOD OR NOT. 

Do not have enough land  

Problems stopping the public and their dogs from walking over the wildlife habitat.  

We have a relatively small farm with half of it in trees and concerned that we would not have enough land for grazing and making 
hay/silage 

Permanent pasture, minimal spraying and good hedges already enhance a good biodiversity on the farm 

80ha of tree planting carried out by landlord in 2015 

I try to take a balanced approach and can adapt/recognise what is already there 

The field margins and surrounding hedges and trees provide a plentiful habitat for wildlife without reducing my working hectares of prime 
arable land 

Not sure we have enough acreage to have "set aside" but we leave a large area of garden unmown for bees/insects/flowers. 
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 Question 72 - What would encourage you to carry out additional activities to improve the biodiversity on your land? 
 

 
Figure 36. Question 72 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 36. Question 72 Other responses 

Other responses 

We believe that actively trying to 'improve' biodiversity on our place could upset the already established balance which changes itself 
according to nature, weather and the availability of food and shelter.  

evidence that measures will help my business 

No competitive schemes. As a tenant I loose out on many fronts.  Any scheme should be equally accessible to all. 

Farm is all permanent grassland with some areas of tree plantation to create wildlife cover   

Not sure. 

Better advice 

only suitable for farming 

Further Information
3

(22%)

Worry of 
Disturbance

2
(14%)

Proof of Benefits
1

(7%)

Nothing
2

(14%)

Third Party
1

(7%)

Not Applicable
5

(36%)

What would encourage you to carry out additional activities to 
improve the biodiversity on your land?

Further Information

Worry of Disturbance

Proof of Benefits

Nothing

Third Party

Not Applicable
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Make it like LMO again where people can do small enhancements perhaps a hedge, small pond, plant trees, make a wetland, without 
a whole year to wait and huge cost of applications and then maybe not get it. Not everywhere is suited to a full plan and this would help 
smaller units and encourage productive units to try a little. 

A RIDICULOUS SUM OF MONEY 

As above regarding disturbance of wildlife across the farm. 

Only own a small area of land and it all needs to be in production for my business to survive 

The biodiversity on my land requires no enhancement! 

Nothing.  The money would need to be very high.... 

As i rent majority of land, not my call 

More knowledge on it 
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 Question 73 - When looking for information on new agricultural practices, where do you go? 
 

 
Figure 37. Question 73 Other responses – Pie Chart and Bar Chart 

 
Table 37. Question 73 Other responses 

Other responses 

Manufacture's website. 

small farm organisations - all of which are self funding and under-resourced:  Soil Association  Scottish Crofting Federation  Land workers 
alliance  Orgnic growers alliance  Nourish Scotland    NOT monitor farms - they are large farms; dotn provide enopugh detail, and SRUC 
is paid far too much to organise some really lame meetings where lots of old men fail to commuicate very well!  Please STOP putting all 
your monitor farms and start putting it into the small farm network orgs - they are much more welcoming, innovation, open minded, and 
are cheaper to run and attended by young people who want to change things 

NFUS 

FWI 

I am also a Farm Advisor delivering work under the FAS contract for SAC 

AHDB 

We use information provided by the Soil Association and the Pasture for Life Association. 

Organisations
36

(36%)

Online
39

(39%)

Self
1

(1%)

Agency
6

(6%)

Research
5

(5%)

Other Farms
4

(4%)

Not Applicable
9

(9%)

When looking for information on new agricultural practices, 
where do you go?

Organisations

Online

Self

Agency

Research

Other Farms

Not Applicable
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NoFence technology 

1 - Understanding ag. (USA)    2 - Soil Accadamy (USA)     3 - Holistic Management International 

Membership of, meet up with and publications from Moredun Foundation. Membership of National Sheep Association. 

SAC 

SAC 

The farming forum 

Teagasic and ahdb 

websites are those pertaining to the subject under review e.g. sustainable farming, rumenal thermometers e.g. Snaxtec website - cattle 
farmers need this system soon. 

NFU website and agricultural media eg Scottish Farmer, Farmers Weekly etc. 

GWCT 

Noah, Moredun, NFUS 

Conservation journals/web-sites/contacts 

Farming Forum 

Online - broad subject research before asking advisor. 

Page 1 of this form forced me to enter 0 for Land Permanently Occupied. However, to correct answer is 6.5 ha. 

FAS, Rural Payments and Services, SCOPS, SRUC 

Twitter Facebook Groups 

Agriland 

BASE 

Scottish Farmer. Irish Farmer. SAC 

Find government website can be very confusing to understand  

Farming forum 

The GWCT is the ONLY organisation in the UK doing peer reviewed field wildlife science. There are plenty of others such as the RSPB 
who are waging political campaigns and calling it science. (If you think this is a new phenomenon remember Lamarck.  There's a lot of 
very poor advice out there and plenty who will wring their hands and say "The end of the world is nigh" Repent, repent. Do this or else 
blah blah.  

Follow variety of different practices from different types of farm systems 

FAS website, SRUC website 

Soil Association  Nature Friendly Farming Network  Pasture for Life  Wildlife Estates Scotland 

Farming forum. Organic meetings. Soil biology books 

Youtube videos 

SAC 
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Farming forums, industry media and press 

ANY INFORMATION THAT WE NEED ON A PARTICULAR SUBJECT AT ANY TIME 

I have a good relationship withJames Hutton so talk to them 

Farming forum 

QMS newsletters and groups 

the farming forum 

www.thefarmingforum.co.uk 

FAS, Bee Base,NatureScot, RSPB, Wildlife Trust Scotland, Woodland Trust, Bird Track, Working for Waders, Scottish Bee keepers 
Association, Dingwall and District Bee keepers Association are amongst the websites I often consult. 

Scottish Agronomy 

bff 

Understanding Ag, Gabe Brown, Greg Judy, Jamie Elizondo, Ian Mitchell-Innes, Dr Christine Jones, Stockman Grass Farmer, Acres 
USA, Elain Ingham (Soil Food Web), Johann Zietsman (Man, Cattle and Veld), Working Cows Podcast 

LEAF /soil association / SNH/ NFUp 

It always surprises me that SEERAD never seems to offer any advice 

Pasture for Life Google Group 

General online research 

SGRPID, SRUC 

Moredun Foundation, National Sheep Association, Ruminant Health & Welfare, Scottish Government supported OPA Working Group, 
NFUS, NFFN, Working for Waders and others. 

SAC meetings or communication material 

GWCT 

Direct driller online magazine 

I do not participate or engage with any of the above 

N/A 

SAC 

varrious sites 

Sopa  Soil Association  OF&G 

Farm forums  

Teagasc is more useful that FAS or the SAC I often find, they seem to have information that's relevant and more in common with me. 

thefarmingforum 

borders forest trust 

Youtube 
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FAS webpage & webinars, Soil Association,  

Farmers Forum. uk 

Organic, pasture fed and climate discussion groups.  

INDEPENDENT ANALYSIS OF DATA AND 50 YEARS EXPERIENCE. LEARNING TO READ, WRITE AND COUNT HAS BEEN A 
GREAT BENEFIT. 

General web searches 

Groundswell ag show , I feel Scotland farming establishment is getting left behind when it comes to regenerative farming practices, many 
English farmers  leading the change  

farming forum 

This is an area that might be improved. 

Generally do a "google" search and see what others have found/tried - farmersforum is a useful source of information (some of the 
contributors are knowledgeable). 

keep eyes and ears & mind open 

trade association, NFUS, quality assurance and certification bodies and many other similar sites 

Its difficult to know where is best to look.  I find the government website hard to work through as its written in legal talk, which I understand 
for reference however just give things in plain talk.  We don't work in a court room. 

SA Organic Farming magazine  

scientific research 

TheFarmingForum 

Organic regulators - SOPA and Soil Association 

I occasionally search online for info on regenerative farming and on methane emissions 

Not 'tech savvy' - so am disadvantaged. Often 'hear' about new practices 

Agroforestry, organic farming sites, regenerative farming sites 

I rent all my land out to other Farmers 

Regenerative Agriculture websites www.rootsofnature.co.uk, Regenreative Agriculture courses 'Grazing School', Women in Agriculture 
fora, Soil Association 

BASE-UK, PFLA, Extensive reading on the subject, James Hutton Institute, SRUC  
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I am really interested in regenerative systems and soil biology/function. I am a member of Regen Facebook pages in UK & US, Johnson-
Su, Jadam (worldwide groups) where I find I learn far more from people around the world than I do from folk in UK. I Also follow the soil 
food web to learn better how soil functions - I'm sorry to say I think Scotland is lagging a long way behind with understanding and direction 
on these issues.... even more worrying I see little evidence that SRUC, SAC, FAS, QMS or ScotGov have much idea of the progress 
being made around the world on these issues - I would love to be proved wrong on this.  Where is the Scot Gov support for the few who 
wish to do biological assessments of their soils, composts and manures - this would be very valuable for the few of us who wish to do 
this as we are paying ourselves or indeed learning how to do it ourselves [thanks to the recent skill seeders support] and purchase of our 
own microscopes . . . .  

Farming Forum used when looking up self taught practices 

farming forum 

Books e.g. Dirt to Soil by Gabe Brown, Holistic Management by Allan Savory, English Pastoral by James Redbanks. Nature Friendly 
Farming Network. Drovers.com 

Talk to relevant people who you have identified as being sensible / practical and have a good knowledge of the particular area you are 
enquiring about. 

Close family friend 

ClimateXChange reports 

NFFN, Soil Association Scotland,  

NFU 

beef and lamb nz 

Literature  

Natue Friendly Farmkng     https://www.nffn.org.uk/    James Hutton Institute    https://www.hutton.ac.uk/    Also:    
https://www.nfus.org.uk/farming-facts.aspx    https://www.sasa.gov.uk/    https://www.fas.scot/crops-soils/soils/regenerative-agriculture/ 

No specific websites just search using google 

 


